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Abstract of Dissertation 
PROBLHI: The purpose of this study was: I) to identify principal techniques and materials 
Iilni:-tional piano instructors used to teach ten keyboard skills to undergraduate music educa-
tion majors; 2) to determine what effectiveness ratings instructors assigned their techni'lues 
ana mater1als; and 3) to determine what recommendations they offered· for improvement in the 
instructional procedures used to teach the skills. 
PROCEDURES: Ten functional piano sUlls, ranked as 'most important' to the public school 
music teacher by class piano instructors and music educators from across the nation, ~>ere 
identified through a survey of the literature. They were:· sight reading, harmonization, 
playing by ear, improvisation, transposition, accompanying, technical development, critical 
listening, chord progression, and analysis.· These skills were analyzed to determine the 
basic component techni(jues used to teach i:hem. The skills and components ~>ere then in-
corporated into an interview control instrument. This instrument was employed in a series 
of on-campus intervie~>s with 35 college and university functional piano instructors. These 
instructors taught at 25 accredited four year colleges and universities located in California, 
Nevada, Oregon, 1'/ashington, and Idaho. The data gathered by the interviews were categorized 
and placed under the appropriate skills and components. 1'/hen the interviews were completed 
the data were tabulated, computed into percentages, tabled, and inte~1reted. 
FINDIN~S_: Principal techoi'lues and materi.;lls us_ed in teaching the ten skills were identi-
fied. Five skins were taught by IOU percent of the instructors and the techni(jues and 
materials used to teach them were rated 'very effective.' These skill's were: sight read-
ing, technical. development, critical listening, chord progression, and analysis. A sixth 
skill--harmonization--was also taught by !UO percent of the instructors; however, the 
effectiveness ratings given to both techniques and materials were not as high. The four 
remaining skills were not taught by all 35 instructors. 57 percent taught accompanying 
and transposition; 43 percent taught improvisation; and just 29 percent taught playing 
by ear. The effectiveness ratings given these skills \\'ere lower than those assigned the 
first five skills listed. Amonr, the basic materials employed to teach the skills were 
functional piano method books and state adopted elementary and junior high school music 
texts. Interviewees recommended additional instructional materials ana homogeneous group-
ing of class piano students. · 
CONCLUSIONS: Among the conclusions of the study were: I) five skill areas--sight read-
ing, techillcal development, cri tica~ listening, chord progression, and analysis- -were 
meeting the instructional needs of student,s, and instructional approaches were uniform_; 
2) five other skills areas--hannonization, playing by ear, transposition, improvi~ation, 
and accompmYjng--were not meeting the instructional needs of students, and, with the 
exception of improvisation, ade'luate teaching materials were needed; and 3) four of_ the 
five, skills taught least effectively were also tau!(ht by the smallest percentage of instruc-
tors. The ski-lls were: playing by ear, transposition, improvisation, and accompanying. 
~loreover, four of the five skills taught least effectively--harmonization, transposition, 
improvisation, and playing by ear--were ranked above the skills taught most effectively 
with respect tc:i importancl'. 
RECO~fl.llNDATIONS: !IJ,JOng thl' recommendations for further study were: 1) that a similar 
·stuJ:vbe--madc-to obtain data from pub! ic school music teachers to counter biases in data 
collected from functional piano instructors; 2) that in-depth studies be initiated in the 
five ski 11 areas least effect i vcly taught to detennine more effective instructional ap-
proaches; and 3) that studies he initiated cooperatively between academic and publisher 
representatives to develop and make available materials in the four ski 11 areas of need 
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Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM AND STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 
In recent years the teaching of functional piano for future 
classroom teachers and music specialists has been endorsed by the music 
faculties at an increasing number of colleges and universities through-
out the country. 1 Two majol" reasons for this endorsement are (1) 
pianistic ability is considered by public school music educatots to be 
an accepted criterion for a teacher of e l ernenta ry music; fo;· a teacher 
of junior high.general music; or for a director of chorus~ orchestra or 
band; and (2) reco~Jnit·ion is being g·iven by music educators to the 
value of keyboard skills that are funct'ionally suitE;d to the teaching 
needs of public school situations. 2 
In an interview a department chairman tells of the relevance of 
funct·i on a·! keyboatd ability for schoo 1 situations with a t·i nge of hum01~. 
The depa~tment had received compliments from certain school a~ninis-
trators who had emp"l oyed some of "its graduc1tes because of their ability 
to play· beautiful Debussy and Ravel. It had also received astonished 
comments fr·om these administrators because of the inability of the same 
graduates to play by ear the Nat'iono.l Anthem in a singable key at school 
~ 
1Lawrence RJst, 11 Funct'ional Piano fm~ Tomorrov1's Educators, 11 
~1~_si~._lJ~u.r~~' XXVI (Februaty, 1968), p. 37. 
2G·in·ian Buchanan, 11 Ski1l.s of Piano Performance in the 
Preounrtion of f•1!Jsic Educatcn·s, 11 .Journai ·of Resear(;h in tljusic: Education, 




Instances similar to the foregoing have provided cause for con-
cern among univers·lty tn•.ilV~ts of futute rwb;ic. school music teachers. 
Such feedback has sensitized the~e trainers to the point that colleges 
and universities with programs for training music educators have devel-
oped and i nstitiltecl courses for the purpose of teaching keyboard abil-
ities to future teachers of music in the schools. 4 A portion of the 
subject content of such courses constitutes the area investigated by 
this study. 
THE PROBLE!~ 
survey resu Hs indicate to be of prima.r-,v ·import~Hlce to public schoo 1 
music teachers, it is the ourpose of this study to seek answers to three 
basic questions: l) Hhat are the P>''incipa1 te.chnic:ut:~s ar-;d lnater'io.1s 
presently being used in the teaching of functioncil piano skills to under-
graduate music education majors who plan to be public school music 
teachers? 2) What rating do those teaching functional piano give to the 
effectiveness of the techniques and materials they use to assist the 
under~waduate music education mtljnr in the dr:~vel.::pmr~nt of funct:iona.l 
piano skills? and 3) What are the recommendations cf those teaching 
functional piano for improvement in the instructional procedures used 
in teaching functional piano skills? 
3sister Theresa Seale, Music Department Chairman! Coll~ge of 
the Holy Names~ Oakland, California~ P.pr"i! 18, 19/1) Intervie\v. 
Impor~~~ce_~f_!_~£_5tudy. Pianistic ability is considered by 
music educators to be of value and use in the teaching of music at 
r· 
elernent~\t'Y and secondary school levels. 0 Pianistic skills that are 
3 
fundamental to the effective use of the piano as a music teaching tool 
have been identified by music educators. 6 Such skills should constitute 
the goals of college and university functional piano ~ourses; and should 
also determine the kinds of pianistic experiences that are provided 
music education majors so that they will be able to use the piano effec-
tively in their professional teaching careers. 7 
Information about the principal instructional techniques and 
materials in current use by college and university instructors of func-
tional pianois not generally available. A search of relevant literature 
reveals that little study has been conducted to identify such tech-
niques and materials. 
A systematic study of these techniques and materials is needed 
to infonn music educators about the general ~attern of current function-
al piano instructional procedures used by their colleagues. In addi-
ion~ a rat·ing by functioni1·l piano ·in~;tructors of. how effective they con-
5Rona1d Neil, " 1 /\nd I Need .•. • Sincerely Your·s, The 
t•1usic Teacher; 11 Educational r~~usic ~1agazine~ XXXV (~larch, 1956), "P ~ 58 I. ,.. __ .,..._..._ • .__r•~-·-·,....,. ... ___ . ., _________ _ 
6James Lyke, 11 An Invest·igation of thf~ Piano Programs at 
the Six State Universities of Illino·is and Recommendat·ions for 
The·ir Improvement," (unpubHshcd Doctu1·'s dissertation, Colorado 
State College, 1968L pp. '!0·~···'107. 
7Buchanan, op. cit., PP~ 136-137. 
4 
a rating could provide a basis for determining areas of pedagogical 
strengths and weaknesses. Finally, there is need for a collective 
group of recommendations for improvement in the teaching of functional 
pi a no ski 11 s. Such recommendations can serve to specify areas where 
future study should be directed in order to develop more effective 
learning experiences. 
Until music educators involved in the teaching of functional 
piano are better informed about the techniques, materials, rat·ings and 
recommendations of their colleagues, efforts to improve teaching in 
this area are likely to proceed inefficiently. 
Limitations. The basic purpose of the study is to identHy 
principal techniques~ materials, ratings of effectiveness, and recom-
mendations for improving functional piano instruction. To guide the 
study, three basic questions posed in the statement of the problem arE~ 
directed to ten fu~damental keyboard skills. Therefore, the answers 
sought are related only to these ten skills. This study then~ is not 
intended to constitute an exhaustive compendium of information on the 
ipstructional ideas and materials currently used by college instructors 
of functional piano. 
The institutions included in the study are located in Northern 
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. Both public and 
private colleges and univ~rsities have been selected for the population. 
The fo"llmving criteria have determined the el'igibi"lity status of the 
institutions selected: 1) a minimum four-year program culminating with 
the granting of a bachelor's degree in music, 2) accreditation granted 
by the \Aiestern 1'\ssociation of Schools and Colieges, 3) apptoval for-
5 
various teaching credent·ials by the State Department of Education, and 
4) a music education program with a specific functional piano require-
ment for all music education majors. 
The principal source of data for the study was the functional 
piano instructor who teaches in the departments of music at four-year 
colleges and universities. Dat~ was obtained through a series of con-
trolled interviews with such instructors. 
Definitions of Terms Used 
Ft~~1ct~!~~~}._Ei.~~~ ski})_. "Piano skin vlfrich enables the music 
graduate to 'funct·ion at the keyboard' in a manner that is adequate and 
appropriate to the needs of the pub 1 i c schoo 1 music pl~ograms. uS 
STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 
Ten functional keyboard skills serve to provide a structure for 
the study. The skills were identified in surveys of functional piano 
instructors and musi~ educators throughout the United States and desig-
1 . . I "I . I 
9 'l.l natec as most 1rnportant to prospect1ve sc:noo mus1c teac1ers. 1ey 
are (1) harmonizat·ion, (2) sight reading, (3) transposition, (4) ·improv-
isation, (5) c:ritica·l l-istening, (6) accompany·ing, (7) playing by ear, 
(B) technical development, (9) chord progression, and (10) analysis. 10 
The ten skills were used as the basis for the development of a 
8Ra.s t, ·1 oc. 
9Lyket loc. cit. A discussion of this selection and designation 
of the ten skills appears in chapter 2. 
10 Ibid. 
6 
controlled interview instrument. 11 This instrument was employed in the 
collection of information about the principal instructional techniques· 
and mater·ials, ratings of effectiveness and recommendations for im-
provement in techniques and materials used by college and university 
instructors of functional piano in teaching the ten skills. The re-
sponses of these college and university instructors were recorded and 
analyzed under the particular skill to which they are related. The 
results constitute the answers to the three basic questions of the 
study. 
11
see Appendix I. 
Chapter 2 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Two principal areas of concern are found in the literature re-
lated to this study qf functiona·l piano skills. These areas relate to 
the identification of piano skills important to school music teachers, 
and to the description of major functional uses of such skills. 
This chapter win beg·in by briefly traC"ing the de\ielopment of 
interest in the identification of functional piano ski11s. It will 
conclude with a descriptior1 of the chief uses and functions of the 
skills, 
SKILL IDENTl FICIHTON 
An ear·ly evidence of concern for· fonct·iona·l p·iano skill appear-
skills. It reco~nended their inclusion as part of a training program 
for music supetv"isors. The fullovrln9 skil"ls \':en: ment·loned: "!) readin9 
accompaniments at. sight, 2) mc~k·i n9 transpo~ it·l om ftom one key to 
another~ 3) improvising accompaniments to a m8lody~ and; 4) 11 SUch other 
performance as is like1y to enter into the \'Jerk of a te3.cher of school 
music .~~-i Hhil e the four·th category of the report is vaque, the othr:r· 
8 
three specifically ident'ify sight l~eading, accompanyin9) transposing~ 
and improv·is·in::~ ski'l1s. These ski'ils axe investigated ·in this study. 
Fifteen years later! in "!94-4: concHn for functiona·l p·iano 
skill vws expressed again in a r·epol~t by the Music Educators National 
Conference Cornmittee on Teachers College Curr·icu·lum. The com11ittee Fe-
commended that such ski1"1')x: part of' a curr-iculwn it ptopos~:'d for col-· 
lege nrusic education students. The following skills were identified: 
• l 
1) p·la.y at sight ma.terial of the d-ifficulty of hymn tunes~ 2) execute 
musical material commensurate with the level on which the music ~J~ca-
tion siudent planned to teach, 3) use the keyboard in modu1dting fro~ 
" any key to any key~ and; 4) transpose simple song ac,.:ompardments/· 
noteworthy featui·e of this "listing is the rnention of abi"!ity to E~xec:ute 
musica.l mah>.J"·ial at arw l!7Ve1 on wh.ich the student planned to teach. 
Though not specifi caTly i dont·i f·i ed ·' the abi1 i ty necessa\"Y to {~xecute 
the abil Hy to move fr·om any ke.v to any key impl·ies the chord prv~:;res·· 
sian skill reouired to accomolish movement . 
. ' ( , I 
Both of these skills ar~ 
investigated in this study. 
Eight years later~ in 1952. reference to functional piano 
skoi"lls appeo.n~d in a pub1·lu~t1on by the l'iusic Educators Nationa·l Con-
ference Comnri I.: tee on Nati O!li'l1 F'Lu:o lns:tn•c:t·i on. This corr11n'ittee pto--
posed a list of expected skill achievements for music education majors. 
2i~1w:; ·l c Educators Nati cnEi 1 Confererce, '' Committt~e Reports: 
194•) 44 I! ( 19LI r.' \ ?. . 3f1 .•.. --- ~ . t->J, pp ..o- __ ,, 
9 
In addit·ion to the slcil1s ment·ioned above, they added the sbli of pla._v··· 
., 
ing by eat' .~ Further references to this pal~ticular skill occur in the 
"literatur·t; of functiona.·l piano. 1v1c:1v'lti Zack feels that the general 
music teacher v1ho fails to posse.ss 'it: h;;;s an ove1·'1':helming handicap. 
Along with this sk"ill~ he includes sight r.:~cl.ding~ ac:co::Jp<H\yinq (~nd 
.~ 
transposhiq.·r C>:"J1Et !Ia~ cr~yant emphasizes the point that B. good vmddng 
knov-1ledge of mus·ica·! ·ianqua.s;.;.: assumes one ca.n p1a.v by ear. At the s~ur:e 
time she further emphasizes skill in harmonizing melodies, and trans-
r:: 
~os·ing pieces ·into other keys. 0 
Concern for functional piano skill abilities surfaced aga1n in 
the year fonovring the 1952 p~1bl'ication by the i~ENC Comm'ittee on 
National Piano Instruction. Th·is time. a. tepoct by t:;!e r·1usic Educators 
National Conference on 11 Standar~s for the Evaluation of the College 
of ski11s. Teachers were to be able to: ! ) -:-·iqh-i· '"t'r·, .. ~ c:.;c~nr·s·· c·.f ·f ... ·,,l··le·-' I .:,) I '::.· •• 1.· I ,_ ,{ ... l .... _,I ... ~-
type fou;·:d ·in<:.. song book~ 2) harmonize at sight, imp'cvi:>h:g a simple 
p·iano acc:orr.pdrrimcnt for songs requif'in::J th~) u.se of 
\ 
1, IV, and V chords 
and some simple if:Odtd;;;~ti:ons; also to tr-a.n:;pose the. songs and harmo·· 
nizat·lons to othet keys~ 3) sight read shnr:h: accompaniments, voc<::1 or 
in~;trumenta·l ~ and simplE! p·iano composH·ions of the type used for school 
4Me·!vin L.. Zack~ "Basic P·iano Skills for·· the Genera·! !'iu~;ic 
T0;;1c!wr~ '' ~·1usic Educatcts Jm;rna.1, XLVI (September/October, "1959), 
. q ·> ····--·----·----··-··------··--·- -----·--··--p. ~ ,/; 
,- . 
,J('"'I'l·a 1'.'i;..r-• B--·v;·nt 11 A'1nl·icat1'or' .. \:.,, ... 1\:.t .... ''.Jd~\ ~ . ~ .. ~.. . of t<eyboard Harmony,. n 
Cl ;'\,,.:,.,r. I '~~la''/.,lllle ,c(:"'') .,., "2 _-::.. •• ..':,:.., ••• ' •• ~':.. ·- ~ \ > ' J \J . • , I _, U L , t' • ,) ·· • 
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rhythmic activities. 6 Categor·y numbe\~ two of the above "Jist identifies 
another skill ·investigated ·in this study- the skill of mc:lody harmo-
1ri zati or.. 
Jn a "1962 survey~ i.1i"!iian Bw::hanan investigated tht?. i)ttHude of 
music educators toward basic piano sk~lls essential to the teaching of 
school music. Responses were received from 312 teachers, including cho-
t·.:d~ bank~ ;:md orchestra director·s~ elementary music teachers! music 
supervisors, and college music educators. The results i~dicated their 
p hy-ing, ;; i ght n:.a.d ~ ng ~ i mprov is i nq, p ·: a.yi ng by s;-:tr·· ~ hcn"o:nord .:d ng ~ 
transposing skills to be particularly important. 7 
on pia~o instructior1 have wr1tten about functional skills for future 
school music teachers. They emphassize the importance of ear discrim-
ination and mu;:;'ica.l analys1s, In addit·ion, they identify the funct:ion··· 
a1 ski11s specified -~ -lt-1 tl1E: previous repods. '-
,James Lyke ~ in 1968, mad·~ a. df:fi nit·i ve nat ·i o:wri de survey of 
class pianc instructor and music educator attitudes toward functional 
pic:.no skills. He a.sked these instructors <:i.nd .;:~ducatcn's to r~:.nk piano 
::ki"lls in three! categories: 1) most important, 2) ·important~. and, 3) 
6\'llSl. C tdiJCa· Jl .. O~"C.: IIi 'tl' nn=>l ~''.o•-JfPre~\'' 0 liTh f.\ f-'v;i1 ~.,·l~·t·l' (!"l u~•·'1~ 1}\l' .. ; c· i ! .. " ~ . , ' .. 1'1 <.l. ,J (J. L I ' J I \._, \- ' I I ! ...... . •. 0: .. • (.\ ·' • ' I ... ._') I 
Educ\:"ition: Standan!s for- thr~~ f.>t0l\io.tion of the 1Cc1leqE' Cl.ltr··icu1urr• for 
·:-hr.. -,,·\··,;~ .... 1"',..-,,,, g o·.c, {·,f)t> 'J'c··'t·loo·· '''ilh~1·c·· T··>."!('h(-'"r·· II ith'r···o···,• "'Tn' ,-;; 't'"'lf·::w•c>pr·;:>. 
v \.:.- .... Jl f' \.# \...o i 1 :,..>;....- , It:'~• ,,I,... \·..J;.•! ....... ~._,)\-'~ • 1....• '~')I · t~! .... 1 ...... ~ 
1953~)p. 4. 
7Gil1ian Buchanan, 11 Skills of Piano h~rfi.n·mance in the 
Pr·(::pa ration of r0,u sic Educat0rs. 11 .~J.2.l:l.rJ!.~J.._gf r~~!..~.t.'-~:T.~:.~:. .. j..D ... r-~~.~~j-~J~~i'!!:.~~-1:.5.9.0 .. l 
vrr (r ~~ l06fl' l~r A •. l I,JUlTIHk .. ~ .1 "t 1 , p. ,JO, 
8
Heiene Rob·inson and r<..ichntd ~.L.""ltvis, Teach·inq F'iano ·in Class·-
_1:99~2 .. ?l~~! .. 5~~~~LL'?.. (Hash 1 ng ton, i 96 7) , D p. ·1 ??-"- ·~ ;:;-;;-:------···-~-·----·-···-------------·--····--· 
ll 
less important. The skills they ranked in the most important category 
are of partint"lar interest and relevance to this study since they con-· 
stitute the basic grouping investigated by it. Class piano instructors 
from across the nation~ listed the following skills in rank order of 
their ·impor·tance: l) sight "t''eadin:.J, 2) p"iaying by eat, 3) ha.r·monh:at:·ion~ 
4) transposit·ion, 5) ir:iprovisatiori, 6) crit·;cfll 1isterdng, 7) accom·· 
pany1nq~ 8) deveiopnwnt: of techrdque, 9) chord progressions~ and "lG) 
I 
,' " 
a r. a., v.:: .: " ~ • I' I .... ,.,_1 t .J ~ With the single exception of analysis, music educators from 
across the nation included the sa.me skills in their rcinl·dng. They 
listed: 1) sight reading, 2) harmonization, 3) playing by ear~ 4) 
transposition, 5) improvisation, 6) technical development~ 7) critical 
1 . ' . 8) . l 0) ~ d . 10 1 s·cem ng, accompany1 ng, ana. .. en or ptogress 1 on. 
ln summary) the~ lists of skins identified by the:~ Lyke survey 
are verified by the sources previously cited "in th·ls cha.pt12r. All the 
sources appear to uniformly agree on the designation of certa·in funda·· 
mental piano skills f01A teaching school music. Such agreement ha.s wade 
it possible to determine the particular skills to be investigated in 
this study. The skins as de.ve·iePE~d f"r'om a rev·iev/ of the sources are: 
progression and analysis. 
9James L.yke ~ 11 /l,n Investi gat·i on of the Pi ana Ptograms at the 
Six State Universities of Illinois and Recommendations for their 
Improvement '' (unpublished DoctorJs dissertation, Colorado State 
College, 1968), p. 65. 
10 .. b "d l 1 • 
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SKILL FUNCTIONS 
Harm.Qnization. A pr·incipal funct·ion of harmonization is to 
supply chordal accompaniments to melodies. Martha Stacy indicates that 
such accompaniments may crinsist of just playing simple rhythmic harmonic 
progressions while the melodies are sung. She feels the function should 
further include the arrangement of accompaniments which involve playing 
the melodies with a variety of harmonic textures, 11 
Funct-ional skill in keyboard harmonizing also involves the p'lay-
ing of musical materials that are only par~ly written out. Often the 
notation is reduced to ~melody with symbols which indicate a chord to 
use in hannonizinq, In such instances, the manner of execution depends 
upon the petfonner 1 s leve·l of f1mctional abi1ity. 12 
The ski"ll has still other uses. Br·yant lists three: l) it is · 
of practical use in intreasing sight reading fluency, 2) it enhances the 
security of memorizations and; 3) it adds to the intellectual understand·· 
ing and expressive interpretation of the music. 13 
S_ighj:_ readi_D._g_. Perhaps, in the strictest sense, the chief 
function of sight reading is the ability to init·ially sight play an un·· 
familiar piece of music. 14 There are two broad purposes of this skill. 
. nt~artha Stacy~ 11 Functional Piano, 11 The flmerican Music Teacher, 
XVII (February/ffi;arch, 1967), p. 54. ·-----------·-----·------
12l~ayne Scott~ 11 Keyboard Harmony from Chord Symbo"ls, 11 !i~sic 
Educators Journal, XlVII (September/October, 1961)~ p.· 112. 
13lkyar:t> op. cit.; p. 39. 
l4R • ~ d c • I II p • • 1 • • ~ d • II \lCrlar rls~e) r1nc1~ es toY Improv1ng S1gr1t Rea 1ng, 
~Lb-~~lD2trument~l.L~, XXIV (Decembers 1969), p. 44. 
The first involves careful, accurate l''eading in order to determine the 
precise details of the work. The second involves reading to determine 
the overall sweep or direction of a work. In this case the intent is 
to gain an impression of it's style, mus-icality, spirit and character. 15 
Another function of sight reading is to provide a broader knowl-
edge of music. ~1oreover, it a 1 so operates to enhance accompanying sld 11 
and leads to more effective practicing. 16 Such functional diversity has 
caused one writer to exclaim that ''the inability to sight read is a hand-
icap only slightly less severe than having several fingers amputated 
from each hand. 1117 
Dorothy Bishop, well knovm functional piano author·ity, points 
out still another use for sight reading. She feels that it helps de-
ve·lop the abi"lity to 11 feel 11 the keys. This allows the eyes to r·emain on 
the music \'Jhile dim·inishing the frequency of glances at the keyboard to 
· 
11 find 11 the necessary keys. 18 
Imp~ov.!s~~io~. Skill in improv·ising has been rE~ferred to as 
perhaps ''the most undervalued and misunderstood phase of music education 
today. 1119 The term 11 improvisation 11 usually implies the existence of a 
15 Ib·id. 
16 Katherine P. Clark~ 11 Keyboard Sight Reading; Observations 
of a Teacher~~~ ~1u~Lr;.J:_ducatoq_Journal ~ IXL (January, "1963), p. 88. 
"llaud'ith Schurman, 11 Remedial Sight Read·ing," Clavie~', VIII 
(February, 1969), p. 29. ~ -------· 
18oorothy Bishop' 11 Si ght Reading in Piano C'l ass' II q_~l{ _ iel:, 
III (January/Felwuary, 1964), p. 49. · 
19sylv·ia Rabinof, 11 i;1usicianship throu9h Improvisation," 
~1usj~ J<?_~_l"na·l_, XXVI (October, '1968), p. 25. 
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theme, rhythm, or ser··ies of harmonies. The improviser utilizes these 
kinds of materials as mus·ical ideas upon which to base his own extem-
~orization.20 Joseph indicates that improvised expansion of a musical 
idea, using it to develop other ideas, and/or create variations on the 
original constitutes a chief function of the skill. 21 
Rabinof suggests that proper study of this skin will result in 
personal functional benefits for the teacher. In this connection she 
mentions such factors as security and poise at the piano~ strong tactile 
sense of the keys, and assimilation of the fundamentals of music as ap-
1 . d t th . 22 J H . tt 1 f 1 tt. t . . . k '11 p 1e o e p1ano. ames ew1 · · a so ee s na unprov·1s1ng s 1 
relates to music fundamentals. He maintains that the improviser must 
be comfort~ble in the idiom in which he improvises, know a great deal 
. 23 about harmonyl and be technkal'ly proficient on his 1nstrument. Isle 
Wunsch indicates that improvising not only functions as an outlet for 
experimentation, but offers opportunity for intuit'lve express·ion, and 
serves to release one from preoccupation with mechanical finger work, 
imitation and interpretation. 24 Iva Gardner adds that improvisation is 
2r· of excellent use in making the study of harmony funct-ional. ::> 
2°oona·ld Chittum, "t,1usic Here and Nmv- III," The Allletican 
~1usJs:._l~~~he12_~ XXI (September/October, 1971 L p. 30. ______ ,._ 
21 oon Verne tloseph~ "Improvisation," Jhe School t~usicians XL 
(December, 1969), p. 26. · 
22Rabinof, loc. cit. 
23James Hew·i tt, "He 1 p·i ng Stage ~·1embt.~rs Learn to Improv·i se," 
!.11lsic £ducator§.. ... ~ournEJ.., LII (November/December, 1965), p. 102. 
24nse G. Hunsch, "Improvisation," The /~merican t~usic Teacher~ 
XXI (June/July~ 1972), p. 22. ---------·------
25rva Garrlnet, 11 Impr~ovisation, the lost Art, 11 I_he_fl~ic_~!!. 
!~u~j_~ __ }eacher, XVIII (~January, l969)s p. 24. 
C1·itical "l'istenttJ.9.· A pr·imary function of listening skill is 
to discern the nature of the music. This involves the identification 
of musical features. 26 In this connection, Joan Ge{lfuss indicates 
15 
that the critical ear functions to perceive thematic development, rhythm-
ic variety, and harmonic change. 27 Robert Dumm adds that it distin-
guishes quality of tone, meter, tempo, phrasing,.line, dynamics, balance 
of register, art{culation, and pedaling. 28 
Perhaps in the broadest sense, the critical listening ski'll 
functions at it's highest level when it conceptualizes music to the 
fullest extent. Joseph Logan believes that in order to function at 
this leve·l. the critical "listener must: ·1) be motivated to want to 
hear and comprehend, 2) be acquainted with the composition, and; 3) 
study Hs styli st:ic and forma 1 elements. 29 Such perceptive "l"i steni ng 
has been descr·ibed by Robert Neidlinger as the funct·ion of recognizing 
the relationship between musical elements and the resultant grasp of 
their style and form as a total entity. 30 
26oorothy Bishop, "Approach depends upon Purpose," ~1 av_ter:_, 
III (October, 1964-L p. 12. 
27Joan Geilfuss, "Do Your Students Really Hear?'1 r1avi~r} 
I (March/April) 1962), p. 34. 
28Robert vi. Dumm, "The Pi a no Teacher as CRITIC," The American 
Music Teacher, XVII (June/July~ 1968), p. 36. 
29Joseph c. Logan, "Listening to t~usic: A Demanding Hab"it, 1' 
M~~~ c-~~~T~'!_?J._, xxy II (January, "1969) ~ p. 33. 
30Robert ,1. Neicl'linger, "Br·ing Learning Theory to the 
Listening Lesson," fj_us_i_s:_j:_<i_l:l~~-t!?I2.... JournQJ_, XVI II (Ma1·ch, "1972), 
p. 52. 
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Ac~C2_mpany~ng. The chief funct-ion of accompanying skill is to 
· provide mus i ca 1 support for voca 1 , chora 1 , or instrumental performances. 31 
Accompanying skill is also employed in classroom singing experiences. 
In such instances, functions of the skill include sight reading of songs, 
and a tactile feel for the keys and the harmonic patterns used in 
them. 32 Other functions include: transposing, following the conductor, 
playing open score parts, keeping in balance with performers, and assist-
ing in conveying the meaning of the music. 33 Hhether accompanying solos, 
gr·oups, or classroom singing, functions can vary from playing simple 
chords, to a melody over chords, or to a combination of melody with·in 
a chordal texture. 34 
f_layJ..r~g_ _ EL_gar. The principal function of this skil"l involves 
the playing of familiar songs without the aid of musical· notation. 35 
Dav·id Ahlstrom ment·ions that piano teachers have tl~aditionally dis-
couraged their students from playing by ear. However, he notes that 
pr·i nted music is but a fraction of a 11 the music made today; thus the 
31Martha Stacy~ op. cit., p. 54. 
32Nadi ne Dres~.ke 11 ~ 11 0eve loping Student Accompanists, 11 
C"l_avi.~r, I (May/June, 1962), pp. 32-34. 
33El i zabeth Hi ngard ~ 11 The Round Tab 1 e ~ 11 (Training the Student 
AccompaniestL i\1usic Educatm's Journa·l) IXL (February/r"arch, 1963), 
p' 144. -----------------
34Raymond Burrows~ et a 1. ~ _HarL~.!_~.Q_ok_for ___ Te2_C.Jli.D.fL£ .. 1.~no 
f]_as~_es_, (Ch·icago: ~1ENC, "1952), p. -38 
35Helene Robinson and Richard Jarvis~ op. cit., p. 176. 
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skill can be put to frequent use. 36 
Leslie Orrey indicates that p'laying by ear requires con~elation 
between ear and finger. This involves the use of scales and arpeggio 
type leaps. Further, aura·l recognition of chords and chord movements 
must be utilized when supplying harmonies. 37 Also, execution of both 
the me·lodic and harmonic elements depend on the use of tactile 
facility. 38 
Technical De'{_£)opme_nt. The major function of technic is to 
carry out the musical intentions of the performer. The nah1re of this 
function makes the skill one of the most important for the performer 
to acquir·e. 39 In a practical sense, keyboard technica·l skrll refers to 
the ability to negotiate scales and arpeggios. Hm'iever, according to 
Robert Pace. a well known functional pi~no authority, it also includes 
contro·l of tonal que,lity$ touch articulation, and muscu"lar cootdi·· 
nat·ion. 40 In addition, Margaret Kel"r feels that control of finger 
action is a basic part of technical function. 41 
36oavid Ahlstrom, "Nusic shou.ld be Heard~ not Seen," ~1usic 
f9ur~~!:£?r~__l2~r-_na·l ~ LV II I U·1a rch, 1972), pp. 23-32. ·---·· 
3\es"!"ie On·ey, t~1us·ic ut the Keyboard (London: G. Bell and 
Sons~ ·1955 L p. 82. -------··-·-------·----
38Eve·lyn Starkey~ "Gu·ides for r·laying by Ear," ~Javi_e..r.~ 
IX (May/June, 1970), p. 43. . · 
39~James Ching, et al.) Handbook for Piano Teachers (Evanston: 
Summy-Birchard, 1958)_, p. 20. ·---·--·----~----· 
40Robert Pace, 'iTeaching Piano Technic," Instnunentalist, 
XII (June, 1958L pp. 36-37. ---·----------
4'1~~argaret Kerr~ "A Crash Program for F·i nger Technique," 
-~·!_a\~1er~ II (October, 1967), p. 53. . 
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Analysis. The essential function of analysis is to discover 
the musical meaning of a work. This involves identifying the elements, 
their relationships to one anothert and also the structure of the 
42 whole. Howard Talley indicates that the understand·ing that. results 
from analyzing provides insight into the technical and musical problems 
of a work. 43 Edward Levy feels that analysis should be an intrinsic 
part of all music study because it intensifies the student 1 s response 
to music. 44 
According to Dorothy Bishop, analysis functions in sight reading. 
She mentions that preparatory to reading is the 11 looking over 11 of the 
material beforehand. Thus the areas that are troublesome can be clar-
ifi ed to faci 1 itate the performance of phra~~es, ·intervals, chords and 
rhythms. 45 Such clarification involves the use of visual sense, aural 
imagery (i.e., the imagined heat'ing of a composition), and tactile 
activity. This enables the transfer of the intellectual information 
46 gained in the 11 1ooking over 11 to the keyboard. 
TraD2Q..C2.~ition. Skin in keyboard transposing has been def"ined 
42charles Walton, 11 Ana"iyz·ing /\nalysis, 11 r·~usic .f:9_~_C.§_:t.9r~ 
Journal~ LV (February, 1969), p. 57. 
43Howard Talley, 11 Take "it apart- Put it together, 11 
Clavier) III (September, 1964-), p. 31. 
44Ed\'mrd Levy, 11 To Analyze ~1us·ic, Sketch It, 11 
Educators Journal, LV (January, l969)s p. 39. 
45Bishop, loc. cit. 
Music 
46 Erma Kl eehammer, 11 The Functions of fma lysis in Psychomotor 
Learning at the Keyboard " (unpub"lished D.M.A. disserta·Uon, University 
of Oregon, 19"70), p. ·1 6. 
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as 11 the r:eading of a song in one key while playing it in another. 1147 
The primal~ function of transposition in teaching school music involves 
the play·ing of song accompaniments in keys other than the origina1. 48 
The need for transposing of such accompaniments arises because they are 
either too high or low for the instrumentalist or vocalist who is per-
forming the works. 49 Transposition can also function to increase the 
brilliance of a choral work by raising its pitch. Thus, in order to 
a chi eve this effect, a conductor may VJi sh to have the accompaniment 
transposed upward. 50 
Chori.J!.r..2£l~~~on. Cho1~d progression skill principally func-
tions as a means of provid·ing facility at harmonization. It involves 
a chordal vocabulary that consists of a series of fundamental progres-
51 sions which are typically encountered in songs. The skill also re-
lates to the play;"ng of simple piano accompaniments. It features the 
playing of chords in progressions and positions commonly encountered 
in accompaniments. 52 Orrey states that the keyboard musician must knovJ 
47Leslie Orrey, ~~1usi..£_~_!:_theJ5~.J:board (London: G. Bell and 
Sons, 1965), p. 13. 
48Haze·l N, fviorgan, ed. !1Y.~.:!£iD_{\rn_~:rj_cnn _ _Idu__c;~ti_glJ_ (Chicago: 
Mus·ic Educators Nat·iona·l Conference~ ·19!55l~ p. 193. 
49 Bessie R. Swanson~ Music in the Education of Children 
(Belmont.: Hadsv10rth Pub.lishing -Company-;T96f)": p. 151. · -·-
50wi11iam Pe.lz, Basic Keyboard Skills (Boston: A"llyn and 
Bacon~ 1968 L p. 83. _....._ ________ _ 
51 Maurice Lieberman, _t(_e~~oa rd _tl_q. rmoDY._~nd .. l!!!fl_rovi sa t·i Ofl:. 
(New York: H. H. Norton and Company~ 1951), p. xi . 
52R l N S . ' V. . . R t~ t Cl P . . usse . qu1 re ana 1rg1 m a . loun· ney, -~~? _ __l_~_g_ 
foi__~it}H Be_fJi n~wr~ (Englewood Cl Hfs: Prenti ce-Ha 11, 1964), pp. 34-36. 
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chords at his fingertips since the basic harmonic fact of music is the 
common chord. 53 The hannonic element of music is basic to it. Chord 
progression skill functions as the practical application of harmonic 
theory to the keyboard. It demonstrates the performers grasp of 
harmonic structure as used in the music literature encountered in 
school music teaching. 54 
53orrey, op. cit., p. 43. 
54~1arcel1 Vernazza, Basic Materials for the P·iano Stuq_gJ)t 




An initial phase in the development of this study was a review 
of literature pertaining to functional piano, the purpose of which was 
to ider'lt.ify \';'h~t pianist·ic skins ·are des·ignated as most important for 
propspect·i ve. ::eachers of e 1 ementary and secondat~y public school mu5 i c. 
Ten skills~ indicated in authoritative writing and research~ were chose!J 
on t!Jr~ l.;(':\sis (}f the·;;· rehltive importance to the attainment of funct:lonc:~·! 
p·i ann fa.cl'l Hy. 
1 
Ea,ch sk·in had to be analuzed in order· to ·identify its principa·l 
components and thus facilitate the process of investigating the methods 
used to teach it. hJO steps were taken to ·i dr::ntify the components: 0) 
the literature pertaining to each skill was 
t'ions wsre hc1d \viUJ college and univer·s·ity ·instr·uctors of funct·i,~ln<.d 
piano \{ho teach the ten skil'ls. The list of components .selected for 
each skill was purposely left open ended so that additional components 
could be incorporated at the suggestion of the functional piano instruc-
tors i ntervi evJed during the study. 
lReference is made to chapter 2, part one for discussion 
pertaining to these skills. 
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An interview instrument, based on the ten skills and the~r re-
spective components, was subsequently constructed. 2 The instructors of 
functional piano were asked to respond to these skills and components 
by answering the follov.fing thn.:e basic questions p()Sed by the study: 
(1) What principal instructional techniques and materials do you utilize 
in teaching the skills and their components? (21 How effective do you 
consider these te~hniques and materials to be in developing these skills? 
and (J) Hhat !'f:!Con:mendations do you suq9est for imp'OV(::mE~nt in the ·in-
structional procedures used in developing skill abilities? 
The ·intetview instrument also sougnt certain supplementary in-
formation of a descriptive nature about each ~nstitution included in 
the study: (l) identity of the institution; (2) number of depnrtmental 
majors; (3) PC''centage of rnu~dc education mc.jors; and (4) n:_~;•Jbei" of 
FUNCTIONAL PIANO SKILLS 
The ten skills selected for this study provided a·structure to 
guide the investigation process. These skills and their components are 
closely ·interrelated. /\ 1though many of the components comprising thetfl 
are similar~ the functions of the skills are sufficiently divergent to 
merit distinction from one another. 
The skills and components vJh i ch cons t itut.e the bas ·is of t.h ·j s 
study are as follows: 
2r ' A . 1. ->Ce ,ppt:nc 1 x I. 
3see Appendix II. 
Harmonization. Components are 1) melodic structure (key, 
phrase structure, cadence points, harmonic base); 2) accompaniment 
patterns (block chord, broken chord textures); 3) harmonic resources 
(primary, secondary and chtomatic chords); 4) melody styles. (folk, 
hymn, pop tunes); 5) melodies with written chord symbols. 
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_Sight_r_ead·ing. Components are 1) pre-analysis of tonal plan, 
scale passages~ fingerings, interval patterns~ rhythmic patterns, meter, 
tempo, dynamics, phrase structure, and form; 2) duet and ensemble sight 
playing; 3) maintaining a pre-established tempo; 4) daily reading of 
unfamiliar music (hymns, choraless accompaniments from public school 
music texts); 5) looking ahead; 6) reading of single-line music (open~ 
score choral~ band and orchestra literature). 
Jt·anSJ2Q..SiJ;'i~rl· Components are 1) pre-analysis of mus·ical 
elements (tona"lity, scale degrees, chord positions, interval patterns, 
rhythmic patterns, texure, and form); 2) transposing by interval; 3) 
transposing by scale degrees; 4) transposing of chord progressions. 
l.!D_pro'{_1sa t·] CJ:l_· Components are l) improvise di scants to dis-
cants to melodies; 2) improvise conclusions to period phrases; 3) im-
provise in musical forms (binal~y, ternary, theme and vat'"iations); 4) 
·improvise in musical styles (waltz~ march); 5) improvise above bass 
patterns (ground bass~ and chord progression sequence); 6) improvise 
musica'l backgrounds for elementary school story/drama situations. 
~I,itjc~_l_ljstenir.!_8_· Components are l) evaluation .o.f stylistic 
elements (articulation, dynamics$ tempo, rhythm, tonal sound) 2) 
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evaluation of performance aspects (accuracy~ tone, fingering, physical 
posture). 
Acc_ompa.nying. Components are 1) accompaniment styles (block 
or broken textures); 2) practical playing positions of primary, second-
ary dominant chords; 3) practical accompaniment experi.ence VJith solo 
vocal or solo instrumental situations; 4) practical accompaniment ex-
perience in ensemble vocal or ensemble instrumental situations; and 
5) formal preparat·ion of accompaniments for vocal or instrumental 
repertoire. 
f."!l-ying-.J2L~I.: Components are l) providing melodies vvithin the 
approximate range of one octave; 2) playing back dictated melodies; 3) 
determining melod·ic meter; 4) analyzing me"lod·ic elements (key, and 
interval structure); 5) play·ing a melody in various keys; 6) reca11 and 
performance of a melody repettoire; 7) harmonizing melodies by ear with 
specified resources (primary and secondary chords, block and broken 
chordal accompaniment patterns); and 8) determining appropriate points 
for chord changes in melodies. 
}echn}.s:a·l dey_elQ.PJ!Ient. Components are 1) five finger exercises; 
2) scales (major/minor modes); 3) scale construction by tetrachord 
method; 4) arpeggios (major/minor modes); and 5) playing of chords on 
the various scale degrees of major and minor keys. 
~hord pr_ogl.:_~_ssio~ . .' Components are 1) primary chord connection; 
2) secondary chord connect:ion; 3) Sf!condary dominant connection; 
4) cadential progress·ion formulae; and ti) voice leadin~1 and texture. 
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Analysis. Components are 1) identifying of formal elements 
(phrase structure, thematic idea, texture); 2) identifying of rhythm·ic 
elements (rhythm patterns, meter); 3) identify·ing of harmonic elements 
(cadent·i a 1 formulae~ tona 1 plan, key, chord types and functions); and 
4) i dent ifyi ng of. ·j nterpretat i ve e 1 ements (period' dynamics' phrase 
articulation, tempo). 
SOURCES 
Thirty-five functional piano instructors on the music faculties 
at tVJl~nty--nve co'1leges and universities provided the sources for the 
study. An institutions were certified by accrediting boards for teacher 
training. Each had a music department that gave significant emphasis 
to the training of future teachers of music for the schools. 
All institutions selected for the study were located on the West 
Coast in the states of Nevada, California, Oregon, Washington and Idaho. 
Table 0 shows the colleges and universities included in the study, to-
gether with the total number of functional piano instructors at each 
school~ and the number of interviews conducted. 
DA"ff'\ GATHERING · 
Personal interviews with instructors of functional piano were 
conducted by a single intervie0er in order to collect the data for the 
study. An ·J n:;trument was formula ted to ptovi de a structure for the 
i'nterviev1. Thus the responses c:flicited from the instructors \1/ere given 
focus ·j n order' to con ect data that suited the purposes of the· study. 
Tho ir,~;t'ti.itn2ni; was submitted to experienced keyboard pt·ofessor·s at the 
University of the Pacific for their criticisms and suggestions for im ... 
provement. An interview schedule with instructors teaching functional 
piano at the institutions included in the study subsequently estab~· 
lished. 
DATA TREAT~1ENT 
Data obtained from the intervie0s conducted with college and 
university instructors of funct·ional piano were tabulated and placed 
under the appropriate skills and skill component categories. The re-
sponses from the number of instructors teachin~ each skill that per-
tained to use of the principal techniques and materials, effectiveness 
ratings~ 4 and recommendations for improvement \<Vere computed into per-
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centages. The findings were reported in tabular fonn.b Each tabl~ was 
then described and interpreted. 
4The effectiveness rating of techniques us~d to teach a 
particular skill reflected the instructor's overall perception of 
the effectiveness of his techniques. Instructors.preferred to 
rate the effectiveness of their techniques in terms of total sldll 
development rather than in terms of individual skill. component factors. 
They fe'Jt these factor-s tended to vary according to the instructional 
needs of students. 
~ 
~oata collected during interviews with the six teachers who 
taught functional piano by individual instruction showed little varia-
tion frmn that co 11 c~cted dud ng interviews vri th the other twenty-nine 
teachers who taught by group instruction. Therefore, data collected 
from ~woup and ind·iv·idual instructors was compiled together. 
TABLE 0 
WEST COAST COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SERVING AS THE POPULATION 
FOR THE STUDY OF TEN FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS 
Coilege or University 
PRIVATE: 
College of Holy Names 
Lewis and Clark College 
Linfield College 
Pacific Union Colleqe 
Pacific University ~ 
Uni v~:::rs i ty of Port1 and 





*California State College (Hayward) 
Central Washington State College 
Eastern Washington State College 
Fresno State University 
*Oregon Co11ege of Education 
o~PGO" StatP un~ver~itv 
P~;tl~ndJ St~te Univ;~sity 
Sacrar:leilto State iJr:iversity 
Southern Oregon College 
Stanislaus State College 
University of California (Davis) 
Ur.i vers 'ity of Idaho 
• ' • • J.. - ~· d '':J • um ver'S'! .._y ot <ieva a tKer.o) 
University of Oregon 
~Jashington State University 
Number of ~unctional 
























































RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The findings of the study of ten functional piano skills are 
presented in this chapter. The chapter is divided into ten parts. Each 
part cons ·i sts of one ski 1"1 investigated by the study. The resu"lts of 
the structured interviews that pertain to the skill have been tabulated~ 
computed and reported in tn.bular form wherever poss·ible. The tables and 
discussion relating to the skill are organized around the three basic 
questions posed by the study. This pattern of organization obtains for 
each of the ten div-isions. f\ summar·y of the f·indings comp·letes the 
chapte1~. 
HAR~10NIZlHION 
Harmoni zat·i on v~as taught by one hundred percent of the function-
al piano instructors interviewed. The study investigated techniques 
employed in teaching it. 
Table 1.0 presents six principal inst~uctional techniques iden-
tified by the study. 
I, P-ill~lYsi.i_ of 'l1_eJ_Qsli.<;:2tY'!L~tur_~-· The t·irst technique listed Y'e-
quired the student to analyze the structure of the melody to be harmo-




TechiYiques used by 35 College and University Instructors 
of Functional Piano in Teaching Harmonization to 
Undergraduate Music Ed~cation Majors 
Techniques used in Teaching 
Harmonization 
--·--·---
1. Analyzed melody structure to 
dctennine the fol"lowing: 
(a) key 
(b) phrase structure Jf i 
(c) cadence points ~i 
(d) harrnon·i c base 
2. Ha moni zed me 1 od i es. using 
the following chords: 
(a) primary chords; I-IV-V 
(b) secondary chords, i·i·· 
·j ii ·Yi 
(c) chromat.ic_.c:tL~_!:_d.?J sec- ~U..Lt.ns~ 
ondat:.yiJomi nants of V ~?1'~ ~" 'V' · 
·a.nd. IV 
3. Played harmonic accompani-
ments for melodies in the 
following patterns: 
(a) block chord texture 
(b) broken chord texture 
4. Pro\r-!Jed melodies in the 
f'o'll ovri r19 sty1 es: 
(c'.} folk 
(b) popul al' 
5. Utilized written chord 
symbols with melodies 
6. Divided class into two sec-
tions. First section played 





Percentage of Instructors who 
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principal cadences and underlyi.ng harmonic bases of melody.· After pre-
senting the student with a melodic example and allowing time dur·Ing 
which to study it, the instructor~uestioned him to determine the re-
6,>~(.? 
sults of his study. Sixty-five percent of the instructors interviewed 
used this technique in their teaching. 
Chordal harmonies. A second technique specified the chords 
used in harmonizing melodies. The chords varied according to the 
musical background and technical proficiency of the learner. In class 
situationss where there was a mixture of music education majors and 
non-music majors, differences in musical knov-Jledge, proficiency ·and 
aptitude tended to limit progress in skill learning. 1 Table 1.0 reveals 
that a.n the instructors specified the use of the pr·imary- tonic, 
dominant and subdom'lnant - harmonies. It also shows that l!thi"le sixty 
percent utili zed secondary - supertonic, medi ant and submedi ant -
harmonies~ less than half (forty percent) of those interviewed used 
chromat-ic harmonies such as secondary dominants of the.subdominant 
and dominant. 
tla~:l!loni£accomt:.:~~imex~!_2_?t:~~rns. J\ third technique required 
the use of block chord and broken chord accompaniment patterns. Table 
1.0 indicates that all instructors us<:~d the block chord type. This 
featured chords in practical playing positions. In these positions the 
chord were in triadic form. The three members were struck together -
1This crit·icism was expressed in seventy percent of the 
·i ntervi evJs. 
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block style - and connected to the following chord by the closest, most 
direct progression possible. 
Three-fourths of the instructors interviewed used broken chord 
accompaniment patterns in addition to the block chord type. These pat-
terns featured alternation of individual chord members to fo~m a contin-
uous accompanimental figuration that provided the harmonization. A 
variety of patterns were employed. The number and complexity requ·ired 
was dependent upon the musical backgr·ound and keyboar·d proficiency of 
the student. 
Folk and popular melod_y style harmonizations. A fourth tech .. 
nique revealed in Table 1.0 classified melodies to be harmonized into 
folk and popular sty·les. Folk melodles were~ used by an the instruc-
tors interv·iewed. Harmonic style was often restticted to primaty chords. 
This a11mved the student wHh limHed keyboard proficiency to £~xperience 
melody harmonizing within the practical scope of his lim'its. In ad-
dition, folk song melodies were considered to be particularly useful to 
the future teacher since they constituted an important part of the lit-
..., 
erature used in public school mu~ic.L 
Table 1.0 indicates that approximately one-third. (thirty-five 
percent) of the instructors ernp·loyed tunes to be harmon·ized in a popular 
style. Again, as with folk tunes, simplicity of tonal plan afforded 
the student opportunity for melody harmoni zat~i on that was particularly 
2All instructors interviewed mentioned that these melodies 
were an effective source of material for developing hannonizational 
ski 11. 
useful in the early stages of skill learning. 3 
Hritt~.!l__chord Sl!Obob_.. A fifth technique listed in Table 1.0 
\"'as to provide written chord symbols together VJith the melodies to be 
harmonizE.~d. All of the instructors utilized this technique in their 
teaching. The symbols, usually in the form of Roman numerals or 
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alphabetical letters which indicated the root note of the chords~ showed 
the specific chords to be played. Also, they showed the points at which 
chord changes should occur. Commentary from interviews emphasized the 
usefulness of this technique during early instructional periods. Stu-
dents were provided with practical examples of melody harmonizations to 
analyze and imitate. Instructots preferred to utilize these symbo"ls as 
mode"! examples for· the students to imitate prior to encouraging exper-
imentation with selection and use of harmonies. 
-~ect'ioning_J:J}_e class. The final technique l-isted ·in Table 1.0 
d·ivided the class into b<Jo groups. One played the melody vJhile the 
other harmonized it. Sixty percent of the instructors interviewed em-
ployed this technique. Comments indicated that it was effect·ive because 
it forced those providing the harmony to select and play chords within 
the context of a steady~ continuous tempo. 
]_nstr~~~~..!'- Effe.~tj veness Ratings of Techni qu~ 
.!;!Se>:.d in Tcu.d1·ing ~armonizatiOJ.'!. 
The three categories by which functional piano instructors were 
asked to rate the effectiveness of their techniques are shown in 
---·-------.. -
3Eight of the instructors utilizing popu,ar song materials 
reflected this viewpoint during interviews. 
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Table 1.1. 
This table indicates a high degree of instructor satisfaction 
with the effectiveness of techniques used to teach funct'i on a l keyboard 
harmonization to students. However~ instructors expressed the view 
that higher proficiency levels were desirable~ but not practical, given 
the limits of instructional and practice experience. 4 Further, the 
i ntervi ev1s revea ·1 ed general concer·n over differences in the mus i ca 1 
background, keyboard aptitude, and technical proficien~y of functional 
piano students. 5 
Table 1.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teach·ing Harmonization to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 











4Twenty--one of the ·j nstructors madE"! this comment during 
the i ntervi e\'IS. 
5 A 11 twenty-·ni ne of the group instructors interviewed 
made this point. Individual variation in learning Y'ates was 
one of the principal problems encountered in group instruction. 
Principal· Instructional Materials 
- ~s ecf -i n-ieacii1ngHarii1o n i za t i 0 n 
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Table 1.2 presents principal instructional materi~ls identified 
by the study. These materials are comprised of cw~rently published 
functional piano ·method texts. The two-method texts most frequently 
.used were the _Beginning_ Piano for Adult.~ by Bastien and Bastein, and 
Keybo~d Skills by Winifred Chastek. 6 Each of the othel~ texts was used 
by ten percent of the instructors interviewed. One hundred percent 
used the elementary and junior high school music texts adopted by the 
state • 
. Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Materials 
-~-ed~~ Te~chi ng Harmoni za.ti ~~~ 
Table. 1.3 shovJs the responses to the tlwee categories by v-1hich 
functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of 
the·i r materia 1 s. Seventy-one percent rated their materia 1 s in the 11 Very 
effect·ive 11 category. Interviews indicated that these instructors con-
sidered the scope and content of materials currently available to be 
very adequate. Twenty-nine percent rated the"ir materials in the 
"effective" category. Comments from these instl~uctors indicated a 
desire for additional instructional materials in populat~ style. 
Recomm?n~!a tjg_!]_~J~g_r Improvement __ !.!~J:h_~I n~-t_rus;ti on~.l 
Procedures used to Teach Harmonization 
Table 1.4 ·lists the two principal recommendations for 
6Entries for method materials are included in the biblio-
graphic portion of this study. 
Table 1.2 
Materials used by 35 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors in Teaching Harmonization to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
35 
Materials Used in Teaching 
Harmonization · 
Percentage of Instructors 
using the Material 
·--------·----··------·---
1. Bastien & Bastien, -~q_inning Piano 
for Adults 
------~-· 
2. Robinson, Helene, Bas·ic Piano for 
AduHs 
3. Winslow and Dallin9 Music Skills 
for Classroom Teachers 
4. Knuth~ Alice, Basic Materials for 
t~~-.. EiADQ.j:~~_g:~.t:T ______________ _ 
5. Pace) Robert, Piano for Classroom 
Music ---··----------
6. Chas tek, Hi ni fred, Keyboayd Ski 11 s 
7 .. Bishop, Dorothy, Chords in Action 
8. State adopted elementary and junior 









improvements in the instructional procedures used in teaching harmo-
nization. The first recommendation for more published collections of 
melodies in popular style was suggested because of the style appeal to 
students. Instructors indicated that ~uch melodies offered more im-
mediate stimulo.t·ion and satisfaction than many of the familiar folk 
tunes featured in current rna ter·i a 1 s. Moreover, pop style me 1 od i es v1ere 
considered to have practical usability in public school teaching, and 
to be relevant to future teaching needs. 
Table 1 .3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and Univers·ity 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Materials 
They Used in Teach·i ng Harmonization to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 










Recommendations of 35 College and University Funct·ional 
Piano Instructors for Improvement in the Instruc-
tional Procedures Used in Teaching 
Harmonization to Undergraduate 






1. More published collections 
of popular style melodies 
2. Instructional grouping of 
students with similar musi-
ca ·1 backgrounds 







The second recomnendation pertained to instructional groupings 
of functional piano classes. Seventy percent of the instructors inter-
viewed recommended that students in functional piano classes be grouped 
according to their previous musical experience. This would allow the 
instructor to meet individual needs when assisting students in skill 
development. 
SIGHT READING 
Sight reading was taught by one hundred percent of the func-
tional piano instructors ·interviewed. These instructors wer~ quest·ioned 
about the principal techniques they used in teaching this skill. 
Pri nc i p~l_l_DS~E!l~ti()n_aj_}" e~b.D i 9_1:!~­
.!:1 s ~~i_j_n_ T e~c;,h i ~!fL?Jg h t -~§-~-~.iD..SL 
Table 2.0 presents six principal in!:.tructional techniqu·es ·iden-
tified by the study. 
Pr_e-analysis of musical elements. The first technique in Table 
2.0 required a pre-analysis of specific elements in the work to be sight 
read. These elements included: key, meter pattern, tempi markings, 
general form (including major sections and thematic ideas), dynamics, 
scales, intervals, and fingering. One hundred percent of the instruc-
tors v.1ho taught sight reading employed this technique. Students vvere 
given n specified amount of time to identify these elements. The in-
structor asked questions to determine their grasp of the elements 
studied by the analysis. 
Table 2~0 
Techniques used by 35 College and University Instructors 
of Functional Piano in Teaching Sight Reading to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
-============ 
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Techniques used in Teaching 
Sight Reading 
Percentage of Instructors who 
emphasize the Techniques 
-·---·------~---------------------------
1. Pre-analysis of: 
(a) key (tonal plan) 
(b) meter 
(c) tempo 
(d) phrase structure and form 
(e) dynamics 
(f) scales, intervals 
(g) fingering 
2. Duet and Ensumble sight playing 
of unfamn ·i a r music 
3. Reading of the following 
types of single line music: 
(a) Bach Invention (rhythmic complexity) 
(b) Open score choral literature 
(c) Band and Orchestra literature 
4. Maintaining a steady tempo 
5~ Looking ahead 
6. Daily sight playing of 
unfamiliar music of mini-
mum difficulty such as: 
(a) Hymns 
(b) Bach chorals 
(c) Accompaniments from 






2.0) required the student to read at sight either a duet or ensemble 
piece together \'Ji th the instructor or other students. The i nstruct.ors 
interviewed utilized ensemble sight reading experience to develop the 
ability to 11 Continue playing 11 regardless of the technical problems en-
countered.7 Such experience was considered desirable becau~e it caused 
the student to focus attention on the major outlines cif the music and 
promoted efficient and pract·i ca 1 comprehension of the mus i ca 1 materia 1. 
The technique \!Jas used by eighty percent of the instructors interviewed. 
_?ight_Eeading of single line music of various types. The third 
technique (Table 2.0) consisted of sight reading single line music of 
various types on a level with the. rhythmic complexity of a Bach In-
vention. Interview commentary by al"l instructors employing this tech-
nique indicated that in addition to the develo~nent of ability to sight 
read rhythm patterns, music of this type helped de·velop the tactile 
ability to execute passages of varied patterns of figuration~ t~oreover, 
keyboard sight reading of band andorchestra literature provided ex-
cel"lent opportunity for students to develop skill at reading single 
line music written in transposed clefs. This developed skill at com-
pt·ehension of interval patterns and complexes. Forty percent of the 
instructors interviewed used this technique in teaching s·ight reading. 
~1ainta·ining_a stea<!,y_tempo. The fourth techn·Ique (Table 2.0) 
used by one hundred percent of the instructors i ntervi evJed pre·-estab~ 
lished a certain tempo at which to s·ight play. By such audible means 
7This rationale was· expr·essed by tlventy of the instructors 
who taught this skill. 
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as counting aloud or using a metronome the student was caused to perform 
a piece at that tempo. This technique assisted the student in develop-
ing skill at immediate sight comprehension of the various elements which 
constituted the musical te~ture. The established tempo set a limit on 
the time he would have to look at, comprehend, and play the music. Once 
music of a certain level of difficulty could be sight -played at a fixed 
tempo, the student was required to quicken the tempo. /l.s speed of com-
prehension and performance increased, a higher level of sight reading 
proficiency resulted. 
~coking ahead. A fifth technique (Table 2.0) required the 
student to constantly look ahead of the point in the music at which he 
was playing. This gave opportunity to mentally comprehend and prepare 
to execute the mus·ic that followed. Thus the student was 11 ready!l to 
play succeeding musical portions. The purpose was to develop a level 
of proficiency which made for accurate and smooth sight reading per-
formances.8 This technique was used by one hundred percent of the in-
structors interviewed. 
Qai"ly _?_ight playing_. The sixth and fina·l technique (Table 2.0) 
required do.ily s·ight playing o-r-· unfamilia1A i-'I'Orks of minimum d·ifficulty. 
Examples of such literature were: hymns, Bach chorales~ and selected 
song accompaniments from public school music texts. This technique 
provided practical opportunity to concentrate on developing sight play-
·ing hab·its that wou"ld tesu1t in skirl proficiency. It was used by 
8This purpose was indicatE:~d durin9 twenty of the ·inter·views. 
sixty percent of the instructors interviewed. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Techni~es. 
used in Teaching Sight Reading 
Table 2.1 presents responses to three categories by which func-
tional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the 
techniques they used in teaching sight reading. One hundred percent of 
those i nterv·i ewed rated their techniques in the 11 Very effecti ve 11 cat-
egory. Although instructors expressed sat·isfaction with the techniques 
they used, they indicated that efficiency in developing this skill 
could be further improved. 9 
Principal Instructional Materials 
--~.!:~ed ·in ·c~achj_r_~_g ~~ight ~eadi!!g 
Table 2.2 presents the principal materials used by functional 
piano instructors in teaching sight reading. These included: bpen 
score choral literature, hymns, Bach chorales, simple song accompaniments 
from public school music texts, duet literature (Diller-Quaile), and 
simple repertoire pieces from standard method books. A wide var·iety of 
types and styles of musical literature was available for use in teaching 
this skill. 10 
9TvJenty-six instructors mentioned that lo.ck of s·ight reading 
practice experience constituted the major barrier to development of 
trigher levels of performance ab·ility. 
·lointerviews commentary by all instructors indicated they 
had no d'ifficulty obtaining suitab'le materials for use in teaching 
this ski.ll. 
Table 2.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 Co"llege and Univers·ity 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teaching Sight Reading to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to 




in each Category 
42 
--·---







Materials used by 35 College and University Functionat 
Piano Instructors in Teaching Sight Reading to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Materials Used in Teaching 
Sight Reading 
1. Open score choral literature 
2. Instrumental band and 
Orchestra literature 
3. Hymns 
4. Bach chorales 
5. Simple song accompaniments from 
public school m~sic texts 
6. Duet literature (Diller-Quaile) 
7. Simple repertoire pieces from 
standard method books 
Percentage of Instructors 








Table 2.3 presents the responses to three categoY'ies by which 
functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of 
their sight reading materials. 
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One hundred percent of the instructors interviewed rated their 
materials in the "very effect·ive" category. No dissatisfaction with 
the quality of literature available for instructional use was expressed 
during the interviews. 
Table 2.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Materials 
They Used ·in Teaching Sight Reading to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
-__ -:.---=--=--=---=::::-_-·-:.:_-___ -----:::::--------------------
____ ._, ___ _ 
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 
1. Very Effective 
2. Effective 
3. Ineffective ________ , _______ _ 
Percentage of 
Instructor Response 




Recommendations for Improvement in the Instructional 
---··-£f.§~c~:cfur~suseC!--·EO .. Te~-ch s·i gh{ ~eadi ng 
Table 2.4 presents one major recommendation for improvement in 
the instructional procedures used to teach sight reading. It pertained 
to the musical background of the students enrolled in functional piano 
classes. Seventy percent of the instructors recommended that classes 
consist of students with a similar depth of musical knowledge so that 
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teaching techniques and materials could be specifically collected and 
designed for a common set of needs. This would contribute to .a more 
efficient learning experience by prov·lding a common starting point from 
which to begin skill instruction~ 
Tab·le 2.4 
Recommendations of 35 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors for Improvement in the Instruc-
tional Procedures Used in Teaching 
Sight Reading to Undergraduate 
Music Education Majors 
Instructor Recommendations 
for Improvement 
Homogeneous grouping of 
functional piano classes 
-------·--· 





Transposition was taught by fifty-seven percent or twenty of the 
thirty-five functional piano instructors -interviewed. These ·instructors 
were questioned about the principal techniques V1ey used in tea.ching 
th i s s k ·; 11 . 
Principal Instructional Techniques used 
------Tr1_~~e:_a c~ ·i }Ig__}fa n s p-osftfon ________ _ 
Table 3.0 presents three principal instructional techniques used 
by functiona·i piano instructors in teaching tt·ansposition to music ed-
ucat-Ion majors. Although every instructor intervie¥Jed felt this skill 
to be useful and important for school music teachers, forty-three 
percent indicated there was not enough time to teach it. Therefore, 
they did not include it in their list of skills. 
Pre-analysis of musical elements. The first technique listed 
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(Table 3.0) identified by pre-analysis the follm'ling musical elements: 
the tonality (e.g., principal cadence points and precise tonal areas of 
the key), the scale degrees comprising the melody; the intervallic 
structur-e of the melody, the structure function of chordal harmonies 
used and their positions (inversions), the patterns of rhythm (types 
and varieties), the texture (homophonic or contrapuntal), and the basic 
musical form (incl~ding the major sections~ and their phrase structure). 
One hundred percent of the instructors interviewed used this technique~ 
HO\'iever, as shovm ·in Tab'le 3.0, interview resu1ts ·indicated a variation 
in the numbet of e., ements pre··analyzed, and in the emphasis and im-
portance attached to these elements. 
Transpos~tion of melod·ie~. The second technique listed (Tabie 
3.0) required the student to play a me1od.v either up or down at inter-
vals of a minor second~ major second, minor third, major third~ and up 
to a fourth or fifth. TvJO pri nci pa 1 methods for accomplishing this were 
identif·ied: One hundl~ed per,ce.nt r·equired the student to transpose a 
melodic line by following the pattern of its intervallic sequence; and 
forty per·cent required that the student dupl·icab~ the melodic scale 
degrees in seq~ential patterns. 
P"!_ay _ _£1!_2_~-:._~a 1 accompaniments in any3y. The third tE)chni que 
(Table 3.0) required the student to transpose chordal accompaniments to 
familiar tunes. The accompaniments consisted of block or broken 
Table 3.0 
Techniques used by 20 Col"lege and Univer·sity Instructors 
of Functional Piano in Teaching Transposition to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
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Techniques used in Teaching 
Transposition 
Percentag~ of Instructors who 
emphasize the Techniques 
c-----------·-------·--------
1. Identify by pre-analysis 
the following musical elements: 
(a) Tonal-Ity (cadences and 
tonal design) 
(b) Melodic scale degrees 
(c) Melodic Interval patterns 
(d) Chord types and positions 
(e) Rhythmic patterns 
(f) Texture 
(g) Form {phrase structure) 
2. Transposition of a melody up/down 
using the follovJing techniques: 
(a) 
(b) 
Reading the pitch relationship 
by interval 
Duplicating the melodic 
sea., e degrees 
c 3. Play a simple chordal 
accompaniment to a 





chordal figurations. The student was expected to be able to play these 
in any key (together with the melody they accompany). Commentat'Y during 
interviews indicated that the principal method of transposing was to 
duplicate the sequence of the harmonies together with their figurational 
patterns. All instructors teaching the skill employed this. techn·ique. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Techniques 
_used in Tea chi ~g li'anspos1_ti ol]_ 
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Table 3.1 presents the responses to three categories by which 
functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the 
techniques they used to teach transposition. 
Forty percent rated their techniques in the 11 Very effective 11 · 
category (Tab-le 3.1). Comments received fr·om these instructors indi-
cated that students were developing the proficiency necessary to meet 
class requirements. However, dissatisfaction with the low level of 
these requirements was expressed during the interviews. Forty percent 
rated their techniques in the 11 effective 11 category, and the rema·ining 
twenty percent gave their an 11 ineffective 11 rating (Table 3.n. These 
instructors were also critical of the level of skill proficiency at-
tained by functional piano students. They considered it too low for 
practical use in teaching situations. 11 
Principal Instruct·ional ~1aterials used 
in Teac~ing Transposition 
Table 3.2 presents a list of the principal instructional mate-
rials used by functional piano instructors in teaching transpositional 
sldll. 
Two genera 1 types \vere used: rna teti a l s designed to present 
vatious aspects of transposition (melodic patterns and chordal accom-
paniment patterns); and, repertoire pieces suitable for transpos'ition. 
The first type vms the standard method books used in function a 1 pi c!.llO 
llTwelve instructors expressed this opinion during interview 
discussion. 
Table3.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 20 Col"lege and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teaching Transposition to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 
--------------·----












f"lateria1s used by 20 Co1le9e and University Functional 
Piano Instructors in Teaching Transposition to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
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..... '-----·--·---·--·---.. ----... -------·----------------A-- . 
--·~-··-----......,__. ___ _........_._... ___ ·--·--·-------------------·-·····--------· 
Materials Used in Teaching 
Transpos ·i ti on 
1. Chastek, Winifred, 
Keyboard Skills ___ __,·~-- --
2. Mclain, Margaret 
C'!.~.~.~;s Piano 
3. Pelz, Leonard 
Kevboard Skins 
---!~ .... -·------·--·-
5. Pace, Robert 
Piano fm' Classroom ~1usic 
6. Bishop, Dorothy 
Chords in Action 
7. Pop Songs and familiar folk tunes 










classes. These included: Chastek, Bastien & Bastien, Pace, Pelz, 
t~cLain and Bishop (Table 3.2). The second type consisted of popular 
tunes and familiar folk songs as found in state adopted elementary and 
junior high school music texts. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Instructional 
- Materiali used in Teaching Transposition 
Table 3.3 presents responses to three categories by which func-
tional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the 
materia·ls they used to teach transposition. 
Table 3.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 20 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Materials 
They Used in Teaching Transposition to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
----·-·-· -----··--·-~- ... --------
Instructor Responses to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 
1. Very Effect·i ve 
2. Effective 








Forty percent of the instructors interviewed rated their mate-
rials ·in the 11 Very effective 11 category. Sixty percent rated their rna-
terials in the 11 effective 11 category. None of those interviewed con·· 
sidered the available materials to be ineffective. However, additional 
mater·i a l s vJere recommeridod. 
Recommendations for Improvement in the Instructional 
Procedures ~~d in Teachi.!!9._l_rans-p_os·itfon --
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Table 3.4 presents three major recommendations for improvement 
in the instructional procedures used to teach transpositional skill. 
Table 3.4 
Recommendations of 20 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors for Improvement in the Instruc-
tional Procedures used in Teach·ing 
Transposition to Undergraduate 




1. Homogeneous grouping 
2. More Class meetings 
3. Additional Instructional 
~1ateri a l s 






The first recommendation suggested that functional piano classes 
be constituted of students with similar musical backgrounds. Interview 
commentaries ·indicated that the ver·y nature of this skill presumed the 
theoretical musical knov1ledge necessary to identify and comprehend such 
elements as interva·l relationships, tonality, and form. Classes com-
prised of students with little or no previous theoretical musical knowl-
edge mixed together with those already p6ssessing such knowledge posed 
problems to teachers wishing to utilize specific instructional tech-
niques. Eighty percent of the instructors who taught transposition 
made this recommendation. 
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The second recommendation for improvement suggested an increase 
in week'ly meetings. This additional time would provide opportunity to 
give further assistance to students learning to transpose in order to 
raise the level of transpositional proficiency. Thus the student would 
be better equipped to use the skill as a practical teaching tool. Fifty 
percent of the instructot's made this recommendat·ion. 
The third recommendation suggested that additional instruction 
materials be developed. Comments during the interviews revealed a need 
for materials that would be designed to systematically present aspects 
of transpositional skill. Experience studying such materials would 
promote mor·e efficient ski 11 deve·l opment. Thirty percent of the in-
structors made this recommendation. 
H1PROVISATION 
Improvisation, as a functi ona 1 keyboard skin was taught by only 
forty-three percent or fifteen of the thirty.;five functional piano in-
structors interviewed for this study. Even though all thirty-five in-
structors agreed that ·improvi sati ona 1 ability was of primary importance 
to the public school music teacher~ fifty-seven percent did not teach 
it. The chief reason given was lack of instructional time. Instructors 
\!Jho taught the ski 11 vvere questioned about their teach·i ng techniques. 
Principal Instructional Techniques used 
-·--] n JI~~!JTng Inip_rovi s_~~j on. -----
Table 4.0 presents five instructional techniques used by in-
structors in teaching improvisational skill. 
Table 4.0 
Techniques used by 15 College and University Instructors 
of Functional Piano in Teaching Improvisation to 
Undergraduate Music Ed~cation Majors 
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Techniques used in Teaching 
Improvisation 
Percentage of Instructors who 
emphasize the Techniques 
-------- -------------·-------
1. Improvise melodies above 
the fo 11 owing two types 
of bass patterns: 
(a) Ground bass 
{b) Chord progression sequences 
2. Improvise theme and variations in 
the fo 1'1 OvJi ng Styles: 
(a) ~1arch 
(b) Waltz 
(c) Lun aby 
3. lmprovi se conc·l us ions to 
period phrases 
4. Improvise in binary and 
ternary forms 
5. Improvise rhythmic and sound 




]~pr_ovj_~~-.!!.~elc~~lie~-~-bove fixed bass patte_rns. The first tech-
n·ique .(Table 4.0) required the student to create melodies abovet\~o 
types of accompaniments: the ground bass, and various sequences of 
chord progressions. In both instances the accompaniment patterns were 
provided by the instructor, and were kept short and simple to permit the 
student to concent.rnte on improvising the melodies. In addition, these 
accompaniment patterns were typically rhythmi ci zed -in ei th!:~r cloubl e or 
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~riple meter patterns so that an i~provised melody could be conceived 
within a controlled rhythmic. context.· This technique, then, was char-
acterized by fixed accompaniment patterns which allowed for melodic 
improvisation within a structured framework. One hundred percent of 
the instructors teaching the skill utilized this technique. 
_Improvi_si~g_withi~~-- theme~_<:!_va_tiations form. The second 
technique (Table 4.0) required the student to improvise a complete 
musical composHion in theme and vuriation form. The theme could be 
provided by the instru9tor or improvised by the student. Three melodic 
styles used v1ere: march, waltz, and lullaby. These specific styles 
were employed because of their pract-ical usefulness in elementary music 
teaching situations, where children are given opportunity to create 
their own dances by moving to the pace and character of the music. This 
technique was used by sixty percent of the instructors teaching this 
skill. 
Improv_i~_ing CO!.J~clusions to period phrases. The third technique 
(Table 4.0) required the student to complete period phrases by impro-
vising consequent phrases. These improvisations were to maintain con-
sistency of phrase style. IntervievJ commentar·y indicated that this 
techn"ic!Ue was considered to be useful in the early stages of improvi-
sational learning because it provided the student with a musical idea 
and style to im"itate. It was used by twrmty··seven per-cent of those 
teaching the skill. 
l~ro~-:!._~_"!!19 _in b_in?_~,Y__~_~9__ter_~~ry ~.2!.~~: The fourth technique 
(Table 4,0) invvlved improvising music in binary and ternal'Y forms. 
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The length, complexity, and style of these improvisations was limited 
to the ·1 eve 1 of the student's keyboard proficiency. Twenty-· seven per-
cent of the instructors teaching improvisation utilized this technique. 
Imr.~ov·i~ng a mu~cal background_. The final techn·ique 'listed 
in Table 4.0 required that the student improvise musical backgrounds to 
stories used in e·lementary school situations by employing the piano to 
create rhythmic and sound effects. Here the style of music was deter-
mined by the content of the feelings expressed in the story. This tech-
nique was specifically designed for elementary teaching situations where 
a story was read or made up by the children. Twenty percent of those 
teaching improvisation used this technique. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Instruttional 
-- ."I'e_c!1ni qtH::~.jTse_f.~:to feach- Iinpr~vi sa t!_o_n ___ _ 
Table 4. l presents responses to thi'ee categor1 es by which in-· 
structors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the techniques they 
used to teach irnprov·i sati on. Fifty-three percent rated their techniques 
in the "very effective" category. These instructors concentrated on 
develop·ing this skil specifically for use in elementary music teaching 
situat-ions. Their intent was to develop the abil'ity to improv·ise music 
as accompaniment for creative dancing or as background for stories and 
narrations. Forty-seven percent rated their techniques ·in the 11 effectivt~" 
category. These instructors \>Jere primarily concerned to develop the 
proficiency to improvise Vlith·in a controlled musica'l style and form. 
While satisfied with their techniques~ interview comments indicated that 
sk·in deve·lopment vJas hindered by lack of sufficient technica·l pro-
f-i c-i ency. 
Table 4.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 15 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teaching Improvisation to 
Undergraduate Musi~ Education Majors 
-.----·---
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness. Rat~ng 









Table 4.2 lists the principal instructional materials used by 
the functional piano instructors who taught improvisation. 
Two standard methods books were used: Keyboard Skills by 
--;).----~--
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Winifred Chastek, and ~eginning Piano for ~~ults by Bastien and Bast·ien. 
In addition, one syllabus by Eber·hard and Denke featured materials de-
sighed to develop improvisational skill. In this syllabus~ emphasis 
was given to numerous examples of scale types and interval patterns 
which served to suggest ways in which the student could create melodies 
and set them to chordal accompaniments. 12 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Materials 
--- Us.§_d to __ _l~_~h gnj')r'ov-is~t:Lgn ---------
12This syllabus represented the only compilation of materials 
by functional piano instructors that \tete interv·iewed by this in·-
vestigator for the study. · 
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Table 4.3 presents responses to three categories by which func-
tional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of mate-
rials they used to teach improvisation. Fifty-three· percent rated their 
materials in the 11 Very effective 11 category. Comments from these instruc-
tors indicated that available materials were adequate for their instruc-
tional purpose. The remaining forty-seven percent rated their mate-
rials in the "effectiVH 11 category. These instructors also expressed 
satisfaction with instructional materials. 
Recommendations for Improvement in 
· the Instructional Procedures used to 
-~ea-ch I_mprov i sat ion. 
No recommendations for improvement in either teadl'ing procedures 
or materials resulted from the interviews with respect to the teaching 
of this ski'll. 
Table 4.2 
t~atetia"fs used by 15 College and Un·iversity Functional 
Piano Instructors in Teaching Improvisation to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
--------










An Effectiveness Rating by 15 College and University 
Functional Piano Instr~ctors of the Materials 
They Used in Teaching Improvisation to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to . 
Three Categories of 
Effectiveness Rating 










One hundred percent of the insttuctors interviewed for this 
study taught critical listening skill. These instructors were ques-
tioned about the techniques they employed. 
Princip0l Instructional Technig_tLes Used b,y_ 
S::oll.§_g§_f-.tD.SLUnil.!.§rsity f-unctional Pianq__!_nstr_uct.Q_rs in 
Educ~_ti on ~~jars 
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Table 5.0 presents the principal instructional techniques used 
by functional piano instructors ·in teaching critical listening. One 
principal technique \lias identified by the study. It consisted of re-· 
quiring the student to evaluate keyboard performances in c·lass~ and 
make ct~itica·l comments pertinant to specific aspects of such perform-
ances. These aspects were classified in two categories: stylistic 
performance practices and technical performance practices. 
Table 5.0 
Techniques used by 35 College and Un·ivel~sity Instructors 
of Functional Piano in Teaching Critical Listening to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
--- -~================ 
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Techniques used in Teaching 
Critical Listening 
Percentage of Instructors who 
emphasi~e .the Techniques 
1. Listen to keyboard performances 
and make critical evaluation 
pertaining to the following 
elements: 





4-. fJynanri cs 
5. Tonal sound 
(b) Technical performance 
practice: 
1. Physical posture 
2. Fingering 
3. Performance accuracy 
4. Tone producing 
·--------
~!J:1ist"i<;__gerfo!:ma0_~~-PI.~ct·ices. The student was required to 
listen for and c:riticany comment on the fonow·ing stylistic aspects of 
keyboard performance: rhythm (preciseness), tempo (appropriateness for 
style of mus·ic L arti cu'l ati on (exec uti on of phrase and touch mark·in9s), 
dynamics· (observance of nuance indications), and, tonal sound (appro-
priateness for style of v10rk). Concer·n for these aspects of performance 
style through critical listening was emphasized by one hundred percent 
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of the instructors interviewed. 
Technical performance practice. The student was required to 
observe, listen for, and critically comment on the following technical 
aspects of keyboard performance: body position (the physical position-
ing of the shoulder, arm, hand, and fingers);fingering (smoothness or 
awkwardness of fingering movement); performance accuracy (technically 
accurate execution of pitches); and, tone production (the mechanical 
means of producing keyboard sounds). These techn·i ca 1 aspects \~Jere con-
s·idered to affect keyboard performances and thus bore d"irect"ly on 
critical listening. One hundred percent of the instructors emphasized 
these performance elements in their teaching. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Techniques 
--·- ~-e-f t~. t~~~~Jl ·I;~ ·j t i ~3_l_ __ ~.i~!§n·1 n.[ _____ _ 
Table 5.1 ~resents responses to three categories by which the 
instructors were asked to rate the effectiver.ess of the techniques they 
use to teach critical listening .. One hundred percent of those inter-
viewed rated their techniques in the 11 Very effective 11 category. These 
results indicated that instructors viewed present techniques sufficient 
to develop critical listening skill in the students they taught. 13 
Principal Instructional Materials Used 
--1r1.Tec!Cnl"6_g t r i ·0__c t0_ L ·i s !:~l1Tt1]:----
Interview results indicated that ·no specific materials were used 
13comments by twenty··f·ive of the ·instructors indicated that 
they found this skill to be one of the easiest to teach. They were 
able to relate it to practically any skill activity occuring ·in the 
lesson. 
Table5.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and Un·lversity 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teaching Critical Listening to 
Undergraduate M~sic Education Majo~s 
Instructor.Response to 




in each Category 
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in the teaching of this skill. Three major categories of materials were 
identified {Tab-le 5.2). They were: state adopted Elementary and Junior 
Table 5.2 
Three ~1ajor Categories of t~aterial used by 35 Co"llege 
and University Functional Piano Instructors 
in Teaching Critical Listening to 
Undergraduate Music 
Education Majors 
····--===::.:::.:========== --- -----------.. --·----
Major Categories of 
Materials Used in Teaching 
Critical Listening 
1. State adopted public school 
mus ·ic: texts 
2. Current functional piano 
method texts 











H·igh music texts~ standard functional keyboard methods books, and pub-
lished collections of keyboard repertoire works. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratings of Materials 
used to Teach Critical Listening 
Table 5.3 presents responses to three categories by which in-
structors rated the effectiveness of the materials they used in teaching 
critical listening. 
Table 5.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Categories 
of Materials Used in Teaching Critical Lis-
tening to Undergraduate Music 
Instructor Response to 













One hundred percent of those interviewed rated their materials 
in the "very effective" category. Again, as in their rat·ing of the 
effectiveness of the techniques they used'· there was uniform a9reement 
that materials were sufficient to develop adequate critical listening 
ability. 
Interviews with functional piano instructors resulted ih no 
major recommendations for improvement in the instructio~al procedures 
used to teach critical listeni_ng skill. 
ACCOMPANYING 
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F·ifty-seven percent, or twenty of the thirty-five instructors 
interviewed taught accompanying. These instructors were asked about the 
instructional procedures they utilized in teaching the skill. 
Principal Instructiona-l Techniques 
--used in Te}l_~f~Tn9_i\_ccompanyi ng 
Table 6.0 presents the principal techniques used by college.and 
university instructO\~s in teaching undergre.duate music education majors 
to accompany. 
These techniques were divided ·1 nto two major categoti es. The 
first category (Table 6.0, techniques 1~·5) was related to the develop-
ment of accompanying skill for classroom group ·singing. The second 
category (technique number 6) was related to the development of ac·-
companyi ng skill for ·i nstrumenta 1 and voca 1 solos. 
·~-~con~P.~_lin.;g fo_T~_assroo~o group singing. Techniques related 
to the accompanying of group singing were found to concentrate chiefly 
on songs for classroom situations. A principal feature of this skill 
was the providing of chordal accompaniment styles to familiar tunes and 
melod·ies. 
The (a) part of the first technique (Table 6.0) utilized only 
the primary chords of a key in furnishing accompaniments to classroom 
Table 6.0 
Techniques used by 20 College and University Instructors 
of Functiona·l Piano in Teaching Accompanying to 
Undergraduate Education Majors 
---------·----------
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Techniques Used in Teaching 
1\ccompanying for Classroom Singing 
Percentage of Instructors who 
Emphasize the Technique · 
--·-·------------------- -------~--··--------
1. Provide accompaniments to 
melodies that can be har-
mon·i zed by using the 
following chords: 
(a) Primary chords 
(b) Secondary chords 
{c) Chromatically altered 
chords (secondary dominants) 
2. Play block chord accompaniments 
with left hand, melody with 
right hand 
3, Play broken chord acccimpaniments 
with left hand, melody with 
right hand 
4. Play broken chord accompaniments 
\vith both hands 
5. Play accompaniments to songs 
while class sings them 
6. Require independent preparation 
of a simple accompaniment for 











mE~l odi es. One hundred percent of the instructors vlho taught accompany-
ing employed this techni0,ue. The limited scope of harmonies made it a 
practical starting point for beginning experience in accompanying. 
Accompc:~nirnents t'eqt.ri ring a m·i xture of primary, seconda.ry ~ and secondary 
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dominant chords were a 1 so emp 1 oyed. J\ccompani ments of comp 1 ex chorma tfc 
harmonies were generally avoided due to the amount of technical pro-
ficiency required to play them. 
The second technique (Table 6.0) required the student to play 
accompaniments in block chord style with the left hand while the right 
hand played the melody. One hundred percent of the instructors inter-
viewed used this .technique. Because of the limited proficiency needed 
to play block chordal accompaniments, this technique furnished a prac-
tical beg·inning point, in teaching accompanying skill. 14 
A third technique (Table 6.0) required the student to play 
broken chorda 1 style accompaniments in the 1 eft hand vJhi 1 e the f'i ght 
hand played the melody. This technique was employed by one hundred per-
cent of the instructors interviewed. In its simplest fonn it consisted 
of alternating the bass and upper two members of the chord tones and 
again, requin:d only limited proficiency. 
The fourth technique, (Table 6. 0) a 1 so used by one hundred per·· 
cent of those interviewed, was ~ variant of the third. The student was 
required to play broken chordal patterns with both hands. The left 
h~nd doubled the bass while the right hand played the full chord in its 
root or i nvetted positions. This accompan·iment sty"! e was part·i cul arly 
useful where songs were so familiar that singers did not need instru-
mental doubling of the melody for support~ 15 
14Th·is rationa·le for block chord style was volunteen~d dur·ing 
fifteen interviews with instructors using this technique. 
15ren instructors mentioned this point during intet·vievl 
discussions of this technique. 
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The fifth technique i nvo'l ved the playing of accompan-iments to 
songs whi 1 e others sang the me 1 ody •. The student was expected to set the 
tempo and lead the singing by means of expressive playing. Accompani-
ments were practiced and prepared outside of class in the same manner 
as repertoire works. One hundred percent of those interviewed used this 
technique. 
Instrumenta 1 and vocal so 1 o acc_~npanyi ng. This second category 
of accompanying \'/as found to receive less attention by functional piano 
instructors (Tab 1 e 6. 0). Only b1enty percent of the instructors inter-
viewed emphasized the development of this skill. The principal tech~ 
nique identified required the student tc independently prepare accompani-
ments to vocal or instrumental compositions. Through such independent 
effort the student acquired some experience and skill. However~ little 
systematic direction was given by the instructors. 
Instructor Effc~ti veness_B_ati_!.1..92_~.f. 
T~ch_t:J_i_g_ue_~_u_?._ed _!Q Tea~b__J~ccom~anyi ng 
Table 6.1 presents the responses to three categories by which 
the functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness 
of the techniques they used to teach accompanying. Eighty percent rated 
their techn·iques in the 11 Very effective 11 category. Interview comments 
revealed that in general the techniques emp'loyed \1/ere adequate to meet 
class requirements. Of the rema·i ni ng twe·{lty percent, ten percent rated 
theh~ techniques in the effective category and ten percent rated theirs 
in the ineffective category. Comrnents from instructors in all three 
groups indica.ted ccn'cern that insuff·icient skin proficiency would be 
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inadequate to meet future teaching needs. 16 
Table 6. l 
An Effectiveness Rating by 20 Col"lege and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They Used in Teaching Accompanying to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to 
Three Categories ~f 
Effectiveness Rating 










Principal Instructional Materials 
----~~.ii_~C.Cto ·~:~~l.ch_i\~~ompa.nyTng_ -
Table 6.2 presents the principal instructional mater·ia'ls used to 
teach accompanying. 
The first l·ist.ing in Table 6.2 ·· state adopted, elementary and 
junior high music texts ·· was used by fifty percent of the instructors 
teaching this skill. The remainder of the materials (listed in Table 
6.2) were current method books designed for use in college functional 
piano classes. They were: Keybo~rd_SkJ .. lE. by Winifred Chasteck; 
16Fifteen instructors mentioned this concern during inter-
view discussions. Stanisiaus State College was a typical example 
of a problem common to these instructors. Here the piano class 
was so popular that many non-majors registered for it. The resulting 
mixture of majors and non-majors gave rise to a baffl"ing variety of 
problems. The effect was to limit the instructor as to the amount 
of assistance and direction that could be given the undergraduate 
music education student. 
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(used by twenty percent of the instructors interviewed); J3asic Piano for 
Adul~, by Helene Robinson, (used by ten percent of the instructors in-
terviewed); Music Skills. for Classroom Teache~s by vJinslow and Dallin 
used by twenty percent of the instructors interviewed); kgi nni ng Pi a no_ 
for Adults by Bastien and Bastien, (used by twcmty-five percent of the 
instructors interviewed). 
Table 6.2 
Materials used by 20 College and University Functional 
. P·iano Instructors in Teaching Accompanying to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Materials used in Teaching 
Students to Accompany Class-
·room Singing 
1. State adopted elementary and 
junior high music texts 
2. 357 Familiar Songs 
3. Chastek, \:Jinifred, KeyboarsL 
Ski 11 s 
4. Robinson, Helene, Basic 
Pi [1no for /\dults ---
5. Winslow & Dallin~ Music Skills 
for Classrriom Teachers 
6. Bastien & Bastien, Beginning_ 
Pi a no for ,~du'l ts 
Percentate of Instructors 







Interview comments indicated these mater-ials to be useful be-
cause of their emphasis on chordal accompaniment resources and patterns. 
A"Jso~ they contu.ined a repertoire of music suitable for school music 
teaching situations. 17 
Instructor Effectiveness ~atings of M~!~i~l~­
used to ]each Accomr.a~~ 
Table 6.3 presents the responses to three categories by which 
functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of 
the materials they used to teach accompanying. 
Table 6.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 20 College and Un·iversity Functional 
Piano Instructors of the ~1aterials they used in Teaching 
Accompany; ng to Undergraduate tljus i c Education f1ajors 
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===:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::.----. 
Instructor Response to Three 
Categories of Rating Effectiveness 
Percentage of Instructor Re·· 
sponse to each Category 







Eighty percent rated their materials as "ver·y effectiveu. They con-
eluded that the materials furnished the type of music they sought to 
use in developing accompanying skill. Twenty percent gave their mate;~i­
a1s an 11 effective 11 rating. Instructors in all three categories expressed 
dissatisfaction tvith the lack of popular repertoire ava-ilablE: for 
teaching use. 
Recom~en_slati Q_f1I,_fm:_Jmrro_yement i i}__the 
.!.Il~~ructj_oJ:t~l Pro~ei~res_~?_~d in Teaching. 
Ac~om_pa~.Yi!J51 
The fHt,y-seven percent of the tota 1 number· of Col hl9e and 
17Twelve instructors exp_ressed this viewpoint dur·ing interview 
discuss-ions, 
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University functional piano instructors interviewed who ta.ught accom-
panying made two principal recommendat·lons .. Table 6.4 lists these to-
gether with the percentage of instructor concensus supporting them. 
Table 6.4 
Recommendations of 20 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors for Improvement in the Iristructional 
Procedures used in Teaching Accompanying to· Under-
graduate ~~usic Education Majors 
====--=----=---··-----:==:::..-=-.-_-_ .. -::..:::..-_..=...--. ..=-_-_-::...------------._-_-_.-_-__ :.:.:;: " 
Instructor Recommendations 
for Improvement 
1. Additional Popular Song/Tune 
Materials 
2. Homogeneous Grouping 





Pqp_L!lar_.sonq/t!~.!J.e mater'i~J~-· The first recommendation listed 
suggested a need for more popular song/tune materials that were suit-
able for instructional use in teaching accompany·ing. Forty pet'cent of 
the instructors interviewed concurred in this recommendation. These 
instructors felt such musical material would stimulate learning and 
appeal to current student tastes. 
Hom0:_f0,'n~_OUL9.roupJ!J..9..· The second recommendation 1 i sted in 
Table 6.4 was for the grouping of class members according to background 
and rna,i or. Eighty percent of thE~ i nstructo,rs cmphas ·i t:ed thE~ importance 
of this recommendation, stating that it was needed to ·increase leat·ning 
effecti ven~::ss. 
PLAYING BY EAR 
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Playing by ear was taught by just ten of the thirty-five (forty-
nine percent) of the piano instructors interviewed for this study. 
These instructors were asked about the principal instructional tech-
niques they used in teaching the skill. 
Pr}J1ci pa 1 Instructi_ona 1 Techniques useE_ 
to~ach Pla...'{in_g by Ear:_ 
The principal techniques used by college and university instruc-
tors in teaching undergraduate music education majors to play by ear 
are presented in Table 7.0. The first category (Table 7.0) was com~ 
prised of techniques which invo·lve playing melodies by ear. 
£1.~Y..}I! .. 9...J!!§J .. 9dies b,t._ear_. Six principal techniques used to 
teach playing by em· VJere i denti fi ed by the study. 
The f·j rst technique~ used by forty percent of the instructors, 
was to identify the rhythmic pattern of melodies. This ~IJas accomplished 
by first tapping out the basic meter pattern of the melody, then tapping 
out its rhythmic pattern. This technique was.used to sensitize the 
student to the rhythmic element in melody. This provided a def·inite 
rhythm·ic frame of refel~ence within which to fix its me1od·ic pitches. 
The second technique, used by fifty percent of the instructors, 
required the student to analyze melodies by ea.r. The analysis cmpha-
sized key~ mode, scale degr·ees and interval structure. The abi"lity to 
identify these elements by ear was helpful in memorizing and recalling 
both familiar and unfamiliar melod·ies. 
The thir·d technique, used by seventy percent of the instructors, 
initial'ly l-imited the. range of melodies to be played by ear to an 
octave. (Table 7.0) Instructors indicated that the purpose of this 
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Table 7.0 
Techn·iques used by Ten College and Univer-sity Instructors of 
Functional Piano in Teaching Playing by Ear to Undergraduate 
Music Education Majors 
·----~~ ... --. ~--·-·-.. ---.. ------·-·---~-------
Techniaues used in Teach'ina Students 
to PlayMelod·ies by Ear v 
1. Determine the meter by tapping 
beat pattern of melody 
2. Analyze melody to determine key~ scale 
degrees and interval structure 
3. Confine melodies to be harmonized 
within an octave range 
4. Play melody for student, then 
require him to play it back 
5. Recall and play melodies upon 
instructors request 
6. Play a melody by ear in sevc~ral keys 
----------·--------~-------
Techniques used in Teaching students 
to Harmonize tltelodies by Ear 
-------,......--------
1. Harmonize melodies using the 
primary triads of a key 
2. Connect triads by means of their 
pr-acti ca.l playing pos i t·i ons 
3. Identify points in melody where 
harmonic change is needed 
4. Harmonize melodies with primary 
and secondary chords 
5~ Play chordal accompaniments in 
block thord style 
6. Play broken chordal accompaniments 
Percentage of Instructors 







Percentage of Instructors 







limitation was to minimi.ze the finger· crossings and finger extension . . 
require·d to execute the melodies. The limitation was desit~able in the 
early stages of teaching this skill because of the lack of technical 
proficiency of the students. 
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The fourth technique, used by s·ixty percent of the instructors, 
required that a melody be played for the student, after which he was to 
play it back by e·ar. Th·is process was repeated unt·il the student ac-
cur·ately played the melody. The purpose of this technique was to 
develop the practical ability to hear, recan, and play a melody using 
only the ear as a guide. The student was given the opportunity to 
develop this ability by repeated class experiences dut•ing which he was 
required to attempt it. 
The fifth technique used by ninety percent of the instructors~ 
required that the student recall and perform a melody after the instruc~ 
tor had announced it by title. A short period of time was given for the 
student to experiment at the keyboard to determine if he could recan 
it. This technique was used to develop a repertoire of familiar melo-
dies which the student could p"lay by ear. Students were presented with 
a list of such melodies to practice in order to acquire the ability to 
recall and perform them on demand. 
A sixth technique used by one hundred percent of the i nst\~uc-
tors requir·ed that the student play familiar melodies by ear in several 
keys. (Table 7.0). Instructors felt that there was much pract·ica'l 
value in being able to play melodies in keys suitable for various sing-
ing situations that could arise in public school teaching. 18 Lessons 
l8rhe ten instructors employing ttris technique all expressed 
this rationale as their basic r~ason for requiring it. 
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were structured to provide the opportunity fol' acquiring. this ski 11 . 
The keys selected were those which had up to three flats or sharps. 
Harmonizing melodies by ear. The second major category of 
techniques used to teach playing by ear involved the harmonization of 
melodies by ear. (Table 7.0). Six techniques were identified by the 
study. 
The first technique used by one hundred percent of the instruc-
tors required the student to provide chordal accompaniments to melodies 
that could be harmonized by us·ing the primary chords of a d·Jatonic key. 
Instructors considered this restriction of harmonic chordal resources to 
be practical because of the many fam·iliar tunes that could be harmonized 
by them. A"lso, it provided a s·imp·le and practical instructional basis 
~ ( 
from v;h·ich to beg·in to develop ski"l1 at harmonizing by ear. 19 
A second technique used by one hundred percent of the instruc-
tOl~s connected the primary chords accord·ing to their pr·actica1 playing 
pas iti ons. Its purpose was to develop the tactile ability to move 
smoothly from one primary chord to another as required by the melodies. 
This assured accuracy of movement, smooth voice leading, and practical 
usability of available resource harmonies, 
f\ thitd technique used by eighty percent of the instructors 
located the points in a melodic line at which harmonic changes needed 
to occur. This technique was useful in developing sensitivity to the 
harmonic basis of melody and for enhancing ability to decide both where 
----·------
19Eight of the instructors interviewed expressed this view 
during discussions pertaining to this technique. 
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harmonic change occurred and which harmony would be appropriate. 
A fourth technique used by thirty percent of the instructors in-
volved selecting secondary harmonies as additional resources for accom-· ·- --
paniments to melodies. (Table 7.0). The purpose was to enrich the 
harmonies available for use in supplying melodic accompaniment. More-
over, this encouraged the expansion of abil·ity to hear: harmonic 
possibilities at points where chordal changes occurred. 
A fifth technique used by one hundred percent of the instructors 
consisted of the playing of accompaniments in block chord style. 
(Table 7.0). Since it required a low level of technical proficiency, 
·the student was thus freed to concentrate on selecting the harmony that 
best fitted the melody. 
A sixth technique used by sixt~ perc~nt of the instructors re-
quired the playing of broken chordal accompaniment patten1s to melodies. 
(Table 7.0). Two rna.jor patterns were emphasized: the 11 Alberti bass, 11 
which featured constant alternation of the three members of a triadic 
chord; and the split-chord waltz or march style, ~vhere the bass alter-
nated with the upper two chord members. This accompaniment pattern 
required a.higher level of technical proficiency than the block chord 
pattern. 
Instructional Effectiveness Ratings of 
---~-~.[r}Tq-ues- us_e(ftol'ea d1ffa~Vi ng b.y Ear 
Table 7.1 presents responses to three categor·ies by which the 
ten instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the technit1ues 
they used to teach playing by ear. Sixty percent of thQse interviewed 
rated the·i r techn·iques ·in the 1 very effective 1 category. Comments made 
during these interviews indicated a high degree of instructor satisfac-
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tion with the techniques used to teach the sk·i 11. The twenty percent 
rating their techniques in the 11 effecti ve" category, and the tw(mty per-
cent who responded in the "ineffective 11 category expressed concern over 
conditions that impeded the learning/teaching processes.20_ 
Table 7 ."1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 10 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques They 
Use in Teaching Playing by Ear to Undergraduate 
Music Education Majors 
========-· 
Instructor Response to Three 
Categories of Effectiveness Rating 
Percentage of Instructor Response 
in each Category of Effectiveness 
-.----·-------
1. Very Effective 






The remaining t\venty of the thirty-five: ins true tors interviewed 
who did not teach this skill nevertheless considered it to be of impor-
tance to teachers. Their comments indicated that there simply was not 
time to emphasize it. 
Prj_~<~_:Lp~}_JD_?tr:.~!S::.tlQ_D2_l t~ateri a 1 s_~~ 
.t~LI~.~~l..P.l a Y' 11!.9-.. ~Y-Ea!: 
Table 7.2 presents the principal instructional materials used 
in teach·ing undergraduate music education majors to play by ear. State 
adopted e·lementary and ,junior high school music texts we-re the most 
popular source of musical materials. (Table 7.2). These mater-ials were 
20see the discussion regarding the four-th Recommendation for 
Impr-ovement in the InstructiomJ.·l Procedures used to Teach this Skil"l. 
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employed because of their practical usability in public school teaching 
situations. In addition, functional piano method books were used along 
with selected 11 fake" books of popular songs. 
Table 7.2 
Principal Materials used by 10 Functional Piano Instructors 
in Teaching Playing by Ear to Undergl"aduate Music 
Education Majors 
Materials used in Teaching Students 
to Harmonize and Play t·1elod·ies by Ear 
1. State adopted elementary and 
junior high school music texts 
2. Chastek~ Winifred, Keyboarq_ 
Ski 11 s --·---
') 
~·. Mclain, :vJa rga ret, Class Piano 
4. Bastien " Bastien~ Beq·i nni ng ti. __ ...., ____ ~_
P·iano fot· .l\du"Jts 
-----~--.. .. ---.--.. ·~·---··-··· 
5. Fake Books of Popular Songs 
_Ins ~.r..Y..C:!.t?..!:_Jlf~.c tj_v en e ~U at i_!l_g s of 
M~~eri a l s u_?ed to Teach Pl a,vi ng by Ear 
Percentage of Instructors 






Table 7.3 presents responses to three categories of effective-
ness by wh·ich the ten instr·uctors interviewed were asked to rate their 
mater-ials. Six of the initructors rated their materials in the 
II very 
effective.::" category. The twenty percent ra.t·ing the·ir mater-ials ''effec-
tive11 and the twenty percent rating theirs 11 ·ineffective 11 criticized the 
types and styles of instructional materials ava'ilab1e. 21 The materials 
21 See discussion under the first Hecornmendati on for J.mprovr.!ment 
in the Instructional Procedures used to Teach this Skill. 
were specifically criticized by these instructors because of the·ir low 
interest appeal for college students. 
Table 7.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 10 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors of the Materials They Used in Teaching 
Playing by Ear to Undergraduate t·1usic Education l~ajors 
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Instructor Response to Three Cate-
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
Percentage of Instructor 
Response in each Category 







Tab l,e 7. 4 presents fout pri nC"i pa 1 recommendat·i ons for improve-
ment in the instructional procedures used in teaching students to play 
by ear, 
Table 7.4 
Recommendations of 10 College and University Functional Piano 
Instructors for Improvement in the Instructional Procedures 
Used in Teaching Playing by Ear to Undergraduate ~~usic 
Educat·i on Majors 
----·~------·----~------·-·-·-·-------------·-·-~----~··-------------
Instructor Recommendations for 
Improvement 
Percentage of Instructor 
Concensus 
-~--------·-----·---·-·----·---------------·--------·--
l. Graded sequence of materials 50 
2. ~·1orE~ c 1 ass instruction time:? ·1oo 
3, Homogeneous grouping 50 
4. ~Jor·kshops on techniques and matetials 40 
--.... -.. -----~-----·-----------.. ·------, --------... ~~--·------
----- -~---- ------
The first rec6mmendation proposed the development of a graded 
sequence of instructional materials. Interview comments stressed that 
such material was needed to accommodate the individual differences in 
learning ability present in class situations. Fifty percent of the in-
structors made this recommendation. 
The second recommendation made by one hundred percent of the 
instructors was to increase the number of weekly class meetings so that 
more instructional direction could be given to deve1oping this skill. 
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The third recommendation made by fifty per·cent proposed that 
functional piano classes be comprised of students with similar levels 
of musical knowledge. At present, these classes included a mixture of 
students with music and liberal arts majors. Criticism voiced in inter-
views stressed that this mix of students resulted ·Jn va·rying abnit·ies 
and musical knm'i1edgcs. Such variations interfered wHh the unity of 
instructional procedure and hindered learning progress. 
The fourth and final recommendation made by forty percent of 
the instructors~ proposed that workshops be held to demonstrate and 
share the teaching procedures and materials used to develop this skill. 
Comments from these instructors indica.ted a need for opportunifies to 
find out what others were doing and to consider additional ideas and 
suggestions pertaining to the teaching of this skill. 
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Technical development was taught by one hundred percent of the 
instructors interviewed for this study. The instructional approach to 
skill development consisted primarily of technical exercises. Such ex-
erc:ise~; were designed to promote. specific technical facilities. These 
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facilities \'iel"e: efficient use a.nd phys i ca 1 contra 1 of arms, hands, and 
fingers, finger shifting~ production of tone and execution of scale and 
broken chordal patterns. 
Princi p~_l Te~hnig_!.!_~s us~d_iQ_Jea_ch 
Technical Q.evelopment 
Table 8.0 presents five principal techniques, _identified by the 
study. 
The first technique involved the playing of five-finger patterns. 
These patterns were designed to assist the student in developing control 
of fingers and hands. In addition~ they furnished opportunity to con-
centrate on learning to produceevenness of tonal qua"lity and dynamic 
level. Such exercises were used by one hundred percent of the instruc-
tors intervie~ved. 
The second technique (Tabl~ 8.0) required the student to 
analyze the kr;yboatd pattern of scale de9rees and scale structure. In 
order to facilitate analysis, the student constructe~ all major and 
minor scales one octave, according to their tetrachord design o.ncl 
fingering. Thirty percent of the instructors used this technique. 
The third technique (Table 8.0) required the student to play 
all major and minor scales hands alone and together using conventional 
f·inget·ing. This technique used such scale exercises to emphasize the 
princ-iples of weight in the production of tone~ the types of nnger 
touches~ and the principle of thumb shifting in the execution of scale 
passages. This techn·i que was used by one hundred percent of thf~ in-
structors teaching technical skill. 
The fourth technique (Table 8.0) required the student to play 
chordal harmonies on each degre~ of diatonic scales. These chords were 
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played hands alone a.nd togethet and ~1ere designed to provide opportunity 
for the student to develop the free, relaxed use of natLwal arm weight in 
producing chord sounds which were even and full. This technique was used 
by twenty percent of the ·i nstr 1Jctors interviewed. 
Table 8.0 
Techniques used by 35 Co 11 ege and Uni vers ·i ty Instructors of 
Functional P·iano in Teaching Technical Dt.!Velopment to. 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
- ·--~-------------------·------·-----------····--------··-·----------------·----..-·----------· 
Techniques used in Teaching 
Technical Development 
-----·----------
1. Play five finger patterns designed 
to develop proper finger and hand 
position, and evenness of tone 
2. Construct one octave major and 
m·i nor' sea 1 es in every key by 
utilizing tetrachord principle 
and fi ngeri 119 · 
3. Play all major and minor scales hands 
alone and together 
4. Play chordal harmonies on each scale 
degree of a. given key, hands a 1 one 
and together 
Percentage of Instructors Em-






The fifth and final technique identified in the interviews 
(Table 8.0) required the student to play arpeggiated cords in the fol-
lowing ways: cross handed~ hands alone and hands together. The purpose 
of requiring this exercise was to promote deVE: 1 opment of the facil "ity 
nece.n sary to execut(~ the variety of broken chorda 1 patterns that 
occur·red as part of the musical texture. Eighty percent of the instr·uc·· 
tors ·interviewed used tlris tecf1n·ique in teachir1g t.echnica·i deve·lopr.Ient. 
~I 
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· Ins:tru~_tor Effectj V(:'l_ness Rati ngs_of_ 
Technigu~s used to Teach Technical Devel~gL~! 
Table 8.1 presents re_sponses to categories by tt-Jhich the instruc-
tors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the material they used in 
teaching technical development. 
Table 8."1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 3ti College and Un·iversity Functional Piano 
Instructors of the Techniques They used in Teaching Technical 
Development to Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response in Three Cate~ 
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
1. Very Effective. 
2. Effective 
:3. lneffecti ve 
Percentage of Instructor 




One hundred percent rated their techniques in the 11 Very effective 11 
category. However, in discussing this skill these instructors expressed 
dissatisfaction with the level of technical development reached by their 
students. 22 
Instructional Materials Used to 
---I_<i~J1-'r ~c ~£1Tc:aTDe veTopment 
Table 8.2 lists the principal instructional materials used by 
Functional Piano Instructors in teaching technical development. These 
materia 1 s were of t\1ro types: those specifically organized and comp"il ed 
22In~erviews wit~ twenty of the instructors emphasiz~d the 
view that students needed to attain higher levels of pr6ficiency through 
extehded practice experience before technical skill could significantly 




for technical purposes only {including the Hanan exercises, Francis 
Clark series and the Robert Pace book, Ski 11 s and Dl:i1J2.; and standard 
method books.) These included McLain~ Robinson, Pelzs Bastien & Bastien, 
Knuth and Chastek. Such method books featured a variety of keyboard 
exercises designed to develop the technical skill needed to execute 
musical materials used in public school teaching. 
Table 8.2 
Materials Used by 35 College and University Instructors of 
Functional Piano in Teaching Technical Development to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Materials Used in Teaching 
Technical Development 
1. Hanon 
2. Francis Clark Series 
3. McLain 
4. Pace (Skills & Drills, Yellow) 
5. Pe1 z 
6. Bastien & Bastien 
7. C!v.tstek 
8. Robinson 
9. Knuth, Basic Materials for the 
Pi oJIO Student 
Percentage of Instructors 











JDS t:r~-~!.QJ:_~fff.~ i: iy e Y!~?_?_ji0_~j_r~g~Qf 
t~J:.~_\2.L~J-~ .. Q?~d to ~L~~-c:.h.J~chn_i_~9_l __ .Q_~ve 1 opll}gnt 
Table 8.3 presents responses to three categories by which func-
tional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of the 
mater·ia 1 s they used to teach techni ca 1 development. 
--·I 
Tab·le 8.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 Co'llege and University 
·Functional Piano Instructors of the Materials They 
Use in Teaching Technical Development to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
-----
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Instructor Response to Three 
Categories of Effectiveness Rating 
Percentage of Instructor 
Response in Each Category 






One hundred percent of the instructors interviewed rated their 
materials in the 11 Very effective 11 category. They expressed satisfac-
tion \vith the a.mount and type of materials available, and their effec-
tiveness for d0veloping technical skill. 
Recommend~t\.2D.:~-- fo.! ... J.~_p_r:ovement i_n Instr_~!:!g_na 1 
Procedu!:'es JL~ed__!:_~--I_each J!2chnj cal Deve J.QJ~!}lent 
Functional piano instructors made no recommendations for 
·improvement in the instructional procedures used to teach techn·ica.l 
development. Insttuctor comments during ·interviews revealed that only 
more practice experience on the part of students could significantly 
raise the level of technical proficiency. 
CHORD PROGRESSION 
One hundred percent of the instructors interviewed taught chord 
progression sk·ill. They vwre qut;stioned about the tedm-iques they used 
to teach this skill. 
Principal InstructioDEJ Tech_nigues Used· 
to Teach Chord Progression 
Table 9.0 presents a list of the principal instructional tech-
niques utilized by functional piano instructors in teaching chord 
progtessions. Three basic techniques were identified by the study. 
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Primary_~hord progression. The first technique used by one 
hundred percent of the i nstl~uctors, (Tab 1 e 9. 0) i nvo 1 ved the p l ay·i ng of 
progr·essi ons that used only the primary chords of a key. First the 
tonic, subdominant, and dominant triads were constructed in each key in 
three closed positions. Then the tonic was connected to the dominant 
chord by moving to the pitches of the dominant which were nearest the 
tonic. This connection was established from each of the three positions 
of the tonic chord. Connections between the tonic and subdominant$ and 
subdominant and dominant were similarly established by using the same 
principle of moving to the nearest members of the next chord. The final 
stage was the connection of the primary chords in the standard caden-
tial progressions: I - IV~ - I - V~ - I, and I - IV~ - V~ - I. These 
cadential progressions were played in a11 keys~ hands a.lone and hands 
together. 
Er_!_mary _ _:'?:_0d ~~£q_ndar:Lihord Progress·Lf~D-· The second technique 
(Table 9.0) hwo·lved incorporating secondary chords into standard pri-
mary chord progressions. Procedur·es paralleled those used in the first 
technique. The supertonic triad was constructed in three positions in 
all keys. Then the subdominant in six-four position was connected to 
the supertonic in root position in all keys. Next, the supertonic in 
root position was connected to the dominant in six-five position (again 
~I 
---_1 
- - -1 
Table 9.0 
_Techn·iques Used by 35 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors in Teiching Chord Progression to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
::;::::::;::::::;::::::;::::::;::::::::::=:::=::::.::-_-_:::;-_:.-_ _:::::::::.-_-_--_-:-_-_-:::_-_- -------
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Techniques Used in Teaching 
Chord Progressions 
Percentage of Instructors 
Emphasizing the Techniques . 
1. Play the pr·imary chord progressions 
in the following ways: 
(a) Construct I, IV and V chord in 
· their three forms using the 
closed position in all keys. 
(b) Connect I-V, I-IV, and IV-V 
in all keys. 
(c) Connect in primary cadence I-IV 
- I - V in three positions - all 
keys. 
2. Jncorpori:lte se;.:ondary chords into 
b3.sic primai~y f.trogressions in 
the fo 11 owing \'lays: 
(a) Construct and connect the II 
chord in three positions, all 
keys; 
(b) Construct and Connect III chord 
in three positions, all keys; 
(c) Construct and Connect VI chord 
in three positions, all keys. 
3. IncOl~porate secondary dominants into 
pl'imary chord pr·cgressions as 
follows: 
4 6 
(a) Play I-V2 of V-V - I in 
all keys; 
(b) Play V- of IV - II - V- -I in 
7 7 













·in a'll keys), hands a 1 one and hands together. The fi na 1 step connected 
6 . 6 the chords in the cadential progression I - IV 
4 
- II - V 
5 
.- I. This 
cadential progression was played in all keys, hands alone and hands to-
gether. Eighty percent of the instructors i ntervi ev1ed employed this 
technique. 
The submediant triad (Table 9.0) was introduced and taught in 
the same manner as the supertonic. The chord was constructed in its 
three positions and connected to th~ tonic, supertonic, subdominant and 
dominant triads. It was fitted into the progression sequence I - VI 6 
- IV ~ - II - V ~ - I. Sixty percent of the instructors interviev!ed 
used this technique. 
Finally~ the mediant triad was introduced, constructed, and 
connected to the I, II, IV, V, and VI chords. Then it too is fitt~d 
into a progression sequence J - III ~ - VI 6 IV ~ - II - V ~ ~ I. 
Sixty percent of the instructors interviewed used trds technique. 
_Secondary Dominant Pt_:ogres..?..:~On. The third technique involved 
the use of two secondary dominant progressions: the dominant of the:~ 
dominant, and the dominant of the subdominant. Both were _incorpo1Aated 
into standard cadential progressions. (Table 9.0). Emphas·is was given 
to these part·icu1ar secondar·y dominants becaus·e the prirnar·y chords they 
confirmed were of fundamental importance to the establishment of key. 
Forty percent of the instructors utilized this technique. 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratinas of 
~---··Iff~bJiigyes-·r~sed ·ro ~.~ach Chord_Pr:Q9re~?..1QD.. 
Table 9.1 presents responses to the three categories by 0hich 
functional piano instructors were asked to rate the effectiveness of 
.. - I 
the techniques they used t6 teach chord progressions. 
Table 9.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University 
Functional Piano Instructors of the Techniques 
They use in Teaching Chol'd Progressions to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
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Instructor Response to Three Cate-
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
Percentage of Instructor 
Response in Each Category 






One hundred percent of the instructors rated their techniques in 
the "Very effective" category" Interviews revealed that they felt 
students exper·i enced 1 itt1 e or no difficulty acqui r·i ng the abi1 ity to 
connect and relate chords in progression sequences. 
Pri ncipa 1 I.~~_tructi on_ALMateri a 1 s 
Used to Tea~h Chord Progression 
Table 9.2 presents a listing of the principal materials used by 
instructors in teaching chord progression. These materials chiefly con-
sisted of the standard fun~tional piano methods books currently 
published. They \'Jere considered useful because of their emphasis on the 
construction and connection of primary, secondary~ and dorrd nant function 
harmonies. 
Interview results indicated that the two most popular method 
books were B~g.1!.!.Di Ylli_l_·i at~f9._~:.}\S.Jl ts. by Bastien and Bastien, and 




five percent of the instructors interviewed. {Table 9.2). 
Table 9.2 
Instructional Material Used by35 Co"llege and Univers·ity 
Functional Piano Instructors in Teaching Chord 
Progression to Undergraduate Muiic 
Education Majors 
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Materials Used in Teaching 
Chord Progressions-
Percentage of Instructors 
Emphasizing Materia 1 s 
1. Bastien & Bastien, Beginnina 
Pi a no for f\du"lts 
2. Robinson, Helene, Basic Piano 
for Adults --------· 
3. Winslow and Dallin) Music Skills 
for Classroom Teachers ______ _ 
-----·----·-~--· ... ------
4. Knuth, Al'ice~ Basic Mo.terials 
for the Pi a no Sfudent __ _ 
5. Pace. Robert, Piano for Classroom 
Nus i c ------
6. Chastek, H'irlifred) _Ke.l.Q_Qg_rj Skill2_ 









Other method books identif'ied by the study were: .~asic_Ej__9-r~o_ 
Jo~~-~q_u.lt_s_by Hehme Robinson~ t~usic Skills for Cla.ssr·oorn Teachers_ by 
l4i ns 1 ow and Oa 1'l in~ Basic J1.~.t~_r·i aJ__Lfor th_~:.. Pi anQ__ Stud~nt by p.,·l ice 
Knuth, and ~l1!l.r0_Lj_lJ__,_~_}:ion. by Dorothy Bishop. Each of these materials 
was used by ten percent of the instructors interviewed . 
.Interview commentary revea·ied that select·ion of materials was 




presentation of contents, though methods approaches were basically 
similar in contents. 23 
Instructor Effectiveness Ratinqs of 
---· Insfrucffonal r.1aterials OSe"'_-to Tea~h Chord Progression 
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Table 9.3 presents responses to the three categories of effec-
tiveness by which functiona1 piano instructors were asked to rate their 
materials. 
Table 9.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University Functional 
Piano Instructors of the ~~aterial They Use in Teaching Chord 
Progressions to Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Instructor Response to Three Cate-
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
----------·~------------
1. Very Effective 
2. Effective 
3. Ineffective 
Percentage of Instructor 




One hundred percent of the functional piano instructors inter-
viewed rated their materials in the "very effective 11 catC::gory. (Table 
9.3). No dissatisfaction with the instructional materials available 
was encountered during the interviews conducted. 
No recommendations for improvement either in the techniques or 
materials used in teaching this skill developed during interviews con- -
ducted. 
------·---~---.. _,__,.._ 





One hundred percent of the instructors interviewed teach analy-
sis. These instructors vJere questioned about the techniques they used 
to teach the skill. 
Prin_0E_al Instruct·ional Technig~ 
!l~El..cL.t.2_Te_~ch Analysis . 
The principal instructional techniques utilized by functional 
piano instructors in teaching students to anai,yze keyboard works are 
presented in Table 10.0. These techniques emphasized chief elements 
which comprise a musical composition. The techniques and the elements 
they emphasized were divided into four general categories. 
l~~~l)t"ifi~9Ji on <!_f f_9rn_~~u_tn:!._cture. The first technique 
(Table 10.0) reqLrited the student to ident·ify the melodic/thematic 
idea(s), the phrase structure, (e.g., number, length, type)) texture, 
(e.g.~ homophonic, contrapuntal~ and accompanied melody), and the for-
mal plan of the musical material (e.g.~ song form~ canon/round, theme 
and variations, et al). One hundred percent of the instructors inter-
vie\'.,ed requ·ired analysis of these elements. The student was asked to 
demonstrate his comprehension of formal structure by describing detai"ls 
which pertained to the musical elements emphasized. 
I9entific_?tion of st_ylJ..~~if_elements. The s·econd technique 
(Table 10.0) emphasized analysis of the chief elements that related to 
the stylistic intcrpr~etation of musical compositions. The student \lias 
i~equired to identify the sty"listic per·iod of the music and to decide 




accut·ate. Further, the student was required to execute phrasing and 
articulat_ion markings and follow dynamic ind·ications in a manner consis-
tent ~tri th the style. One hundred percent of the instructors i ntervi evJed 
emphasized these style elements and required students to demonstrate the 
ability to perform them expressively. 
Table '10 .0 
Techniques Used by 35 College and University Instructors 
of Functional Pian6 in Teaching Analysis to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Techniques used in Teaching 
Analysis 
1. Hequire studer~ts to identify the 
following elements of formal 
sty·uctun~: 
(a) melodic/thematic idea 
(b) ph~ase structure· 
(c) textur·e 
( d ) forma 1 p 1 an 
2. Require students to ident'ify the 




(c) Phrasing and articulation 
(d) Dynamics 
3. Hequire students to identify the 
fo"!lovring harmonic elements: 
(a) Key 
(b) Chotd types/function 
(c) Tonal plan 
(d) Cadence types 
4. Require students to identify the 
following rhythmic elements: 
(a) meter 
(b) rhythmic. patterns 
Percentaae of lnstl~uctots vlho 






J.g~tification of harmonic· elements. The ·third technique 
(iable 10.0) emphasized the analysis of harmonic elements contained in 
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the composit·ions studied. These elements were key, chord structure and 
function, tonal plan of formal sections, and cadence types. The student 
was ,~equired to identify the principal key of each \<fork studied, the 
various chord structures, and the harmonic functions used in the work. 
In addition, he was required to discover the tonal plan. Finally, the 
student was required to locate and analyze the principal cadence points 
in order to identify their type. One hundred percent of the instructors 
interviel'ied required analysis of these harmonic elements. 
Identification of rhythmic elements. The fourth and final 
technique (Table 10.0) emphasized the analysis of rhy'Utm·ic elements 
found in the musical compositibns studied. These elements included the 
basic meter· and the rhythrni c patterns. After i dent i fyi ng meter: the 
student was requir.ed to locate and describe the various rhythmic pat·· 
terns contained in the compositions. Thus student attention was 
directed to the rhythmic content of the keyboard vJOrks played. 
]nstructor _Effectiveness Ratings _Qf 
Techni qu~s U~~Q__j:_Q_]'each Ana 1 ill..s.. 
Table 10.1 presents three categories by which thf) instructors 
were asked to rate the effectiveness of the techn·i ques they use to teach 
accompanying. One hundred percent of those i ntet·vi ewed rated their 
techniques in the "very effective 11 category. Thus, vlith rL'gar·d to the 
effectiveness of the techniques used in teaching analysis, ·instructors 
of functional piano appeared completely satisfied. ~I 
Table 10.1 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 College and University 
functional Piano Instructors of the Technioues 
They Use in Teaching Analysis to Under-· 
graduate Music Education Majors 
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------------
Instructors Response to Three Cate-
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
1 • Very Effective 
2. Effective 
3. Ineffective 
Principal Instructional Materials 
----Us3jj~_!o Je~ch_)n~~~ 
Percentage of Instructor 





The materia-ls used in the teaching of keyboard an·alysis are 
presented in Tab1e 10.2. They consisted primar-i Jy of repertoire-type 
compositions. 
Table 10.2 
Materia·ls Used by 35 Co"llege and University Funct·ional 
Piano Instructors in Teaching Analysis to 
Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
Materials Used in Teaching Analysis 
1. State adopted elementary and 
junior high music texts 
2. Repertoire portions of functional 
h~yboa rd method books 
3. Published col"lection of keyboard 
literature such as: 
(a) Mikrokosmos, Bela Bartok 
(b) f~.?.i~C1_~j;sTc!L t<~ _ _!-1_gde.r_ns . 
(c) ~:~_Ea:?.Y_.J..} e<:~.? .. for tbe _!}gJ]_1_!1ner$ 
Gott"l·i eb Turk 
(d) Classics to Contemporary 
Percentage of Instructors Empha-






Emphasis was giw~n to keyboard \'Jorks which were functionany suitable 
for publi~ school teaching purposes (e.g. classroom singing, choral or 
instrumental accompanying). However~ the teach·ing of analysis ~.>JUs re-
lated more toward n1usical works composed specifically for piano. This 
was because the formal and textural structure of piano works contained 
a richer source of material for the type of analysis emphasized by the 
instructors inter·viewed. 24 The principal instructiona1 materials used 
wet'e classified according to three types: State adopted elementary and 
junior high music texts, repertoire portions of methods books, and 
reper·toire books of keyboard 1 iteratUl·e. 
State adopted elementary _ahd junior high music texts. Table 10.2 
indi cil. tes this source to be ut i1 i zed by one hundred percent of the in-
stru.ctots. Instructor comments expressHd general concurt'ence in the 
v·ievJ that this material was useful for emphasizing stylistic, formal, 
and ~fiythmic elements~ 
B~ertgire oortions of functional keyboa}~d metbodJwC!~s use~L~ 
course texts. The piano repertoire works included in standard function-
al method books were used by one hundred percent of the instructors 
interviewed. These works v1ere recommended by instructors as adequate 
resources due~ to their variety of style. They offered the student op:--
portunHy to discover and ident·ify the principal mus·ical elements 
emphasized by functional piano instructors. 




interviewed used collections of piano literatw·e to supplement the 
repertoire material contained in the methods books. (Table 10.2). 
Interview commentar·y indicated that use of these collections made it 
possible to give broader exposure to music of specific style periods and 
provided instructors with opportunities for selecting the type of music 
most relevant to student needs. Examples of the principal collections 
in use were: f4i~rokos!}los. by Bela Bartok~ Easy Class·ics to ~~oderns, 49 
Pieces for the B~ginner by Gottlieb Turk, and Cla~ics to_f_9_ntemporary. 
1_ps!_r_~tor_ Eff~tiveness Ratings of_ 
lnstruct·ional i'1aterials Used to Teach Analysis 
Table 10.3 presents the three categories by which functional 
piano instructors v1ere asked to rate the effectiveness of the materials 
they use to teach analysis. 
One hundred percent rated their mater·i a l s in the "very effec-
tive" category. The instructors interviewed considered the materials 
they used to offer sufficient opportunities to develop ski11 at. ident·i·-
fying the elements of principal concern to the instructors. 
Table 10.3 
An Effectiveness Rating by 35 Co1lege and University Functional Piano 
Instructors of the t{laterials They Use in Teaching Analysis 
to Undergraduate Music Education Majors 
-----·--·--·----·------------·--·----·-----·----------------------· 
..-.,._,,..-~--------·,-~.-----------------------·--·-W ---·----
Instructors Response to Three Cate-
gories of Effectiveness Rating 
Percentage of Instructors 
Response ·in Each Category 
-------··--·------·-----







Recq~!!_~enjati_r.::D2_for Im_prq_'{_ement_jn the · 
Instructional Procedures Used to 
---- T e_aci1. f\na 1 ys is 
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The functional piano instructors interviewed for this study had 
no recommendations for improvement in either the techniques or the 
materials they used to teach this skill. 
SUMMARY 
A summary of the findings in this chapter· is presented in 
Table 11. This table lists the percentages of instructor responses 
with respect to: l) skills taught; 2) effectiveness ratings of skills; 
and 3) effectiveness ratings of materials. 
HarmoniZI!!:}.QI.~· One hundred percent of the thirty-five instruc-
tors interv·iewed ta.ught harmonization. Eighty percent rated their 
techniques in the very effective category. Eleven percent responded in 
the effective category and nine percent in the ineffective category. A 
unifor·mity existed with respect to the instructional appr'oach ernp1oyed 
by functional piano instructors. Minor differences occurred in the 
emphasis given to analysis of melody, use of secondary and chromatic 
chords~ broken accompaniment patterns and melody styles. Instt~uctors 
exptessed concern over the lov-1 level of skill proficiency attained by 
students. Seventy-one percent of the instructors rated their materials. 
·in the very effective category, \llhil e twenty-ni oe percent rated theirs 
in the effE!ctive category. Functi ana 1 keyboard method books constHuted 
the basic materials used. Thirty percent recommended that more published 
collect·ions of popular styie melodies be made ava·ilable for instructional 
use, Seventy percent recommended that functional piano c'lasses be 
:~I 
Functional Piano 







Playing by Ear 
Table 11 
?; Summary of Findings of the Study of the Teaching of Ten 
Functional Piano Skills to Undergraduate Music Education 
Majors at Selected West Coast Four Year Colleges 
a·nd Univer·sities 
Percentage of Instructor Effectiveness Instr"uctor 
35 Instructo:"s Ratings of Techniques* Ratings 
Teaching Sl<il1s T II III I .l. 
% % % % % 
100 80 ll 9 71 
100 100 iOO 
57 40 40 20 40 
43 53 47 ,...~ Ov 
100 100 100 
57 80 10 10 80 
29 60 20 20 60 
Ted'mical Development 100 100 100 
Chord Progression 100 100 100 
Analysis 100 100 100 
*Rati.ngs are reported in three categories: I (Very Effective); II (Effective); 
Effectiveness 
of Nateri a 1 s* 












restricted to groupings of students with similar backgrounds. 
Si_ght readi..!l9_. One hundred percent of an instructors· inter-
viewed taught sight reading. One hundred percent rated their techniques 
in the "very effective 11 category. They perceived these techniques to 
be very effective in aiding skill development. A similar instructional 
approach Has utilized. Some differences existed with regard to the 
emphasis given to duet and ensemble sight reading, sight reading of 
orchestral, vocal, and band literatUl'e~ and daily sight playing experi-
ence. A variety of materials wete employed in teaching this skin. One 
hundred percent of the instructots rated these materials in the very 
effective category. Most instructors emphasized simple song accompani-
ments, duets and repertoire literature. Varying emphasis was given to 
use of open score choral literature, instrumental~ band. and orchestra 
materials, hymns, and Bach chorales. 
Trans2os i t·i on. Fifty-seven percent or twenty of the thirty·-
five instr·uctors intervie~ved taught transposit·ion. Forty percent rated 
their i nstructiona 1 techn·i ques in the ''very effective" category, forty 
percent responded in the 11 effect"ive 11 categm~y and twenty percent in the 
11 ineffective 11 category. A similar instructional approach It/as E!mployed. 
All emphasized pre-analysis of musical elements$ transposing by inter-
val~· a.nd play·ing of simp·le chordal accompaniements in any key. Instruc-
tors expressed dissatisfaction with the low level of skill performance 
abil"ity reached by students. forty percent of those teaching this ski'll 
rnted their materials in the 11 Very effective" category and the other 
sixty percent r·esponded in the "effec·tive11 categor~y. {\ variety of 
standard functional piano method books served as the basic instructional 
---~-
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materials used. Some instructors also utilized familiar tunes and 
popular s.ongs. Eighty percent of the ·instructors recommended homo-
geneous grouping of function a 1 pi a no students, fifty percent r.econm1ended 
additional class instruction, and thirty percent recommended additional. 
instructional materials. 
Jmprovisation. Forty-three percent or fifteen of the thirty-
five instructors interviewed taught improvisation. Fifty-three percent 
of these rated their techniques in the very effective category while the 
remaining forty-seven percent rated theirs in the 11effective 11 category. 
Instructors expressed concern because skill development \lias hindered by 
the low level of student technical proficiency. Improvising over ground 
bass patterns was the principal technique used by the instructors. 
Theme and variation technique, improvising in binary and ternary fonns, 
adding conclusions to period phrases, and creating rhythmic and sound 
effects backgrounds for stories \vere also employed. Fifty-three per·· 
cent rated their materials very effective and forty-seven percent rated 
theirs effective. Standard functional piano method books served as the 
principa·l instructional materials used to instruct this skill. 
f..riti.s: .. ~l__listening. One hundred percent of the instructors in-
terviev~·ed taught critical listening skill. All rated their techniques 
in the 11 Very effective11 ca.tegm·y. Uniform instructional techniques and 
mater·ials were employed. Critical listening abilities v-tere developed 
by a. ttendi ng to the styl·i sti c and technical aspect_s of performance. 
Such elements as rhythm, tempo, articulation, dynamics, tonal sound and 
accuracy v,,.ere emphas·ized. One hundred percent responded in the 11 Very 
E:!ffecti ve" category with respect to the rat·ing of matr.ri a 1 s. Three 
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principal categories of materials were utilized to teach the.skill. 
They included public school music texts, functional piano materials and 
keyboard repertoire literature from different style periods. 
Accompanying. Fifty~seven percent or twenty of the thirty-five· 
instructors i nterYi ewed taught accompanying. Eighty percent of these 
instructors rated their techniques in the 11Very effective 11 category. 
Ten percent responded in the 11effective 11 category and ten percent in 
the "ineffective 11 category. Techniques concentrated on accompanying for 
class-toom singing, and accompanying for instrumental or vocal solos. 
Chordal type accompaniments were emphasized. These consisted of 
primary~ secondary and chromatic harmonies in block and broken style. 
Limited ernphasis VJ?.\S given to preparation of accompanying for instru-
menta·l or vocal solos. This was principally because of the difficulty. 
encountered in attempting to find and schedule performance times when 
soloists, accompanists and instructori could meet together. Eighty 
percent of those teaching this skill rated their materials in the "very 
effective 11 category, and the remaining twenty percent rated theirs in 
the "effective 11 category. These instructors expr'essed concern for the 
lack of skili pr·oficiency attained by students, and for the lack of 
adequate instructional time to devote to accompanying. Basic teaching 
mate1Aials included e·lernentary and junior high schoo·l music texts, 
fanri liar community songs and functional keyboard method books. Forty 
peY'cent of the instructors recommended additional popular song/tune ma-
terials for instructional purposes. Eighty per-cent recommendr.d homo-
geneous grouping of functional piano students. 
f_}_ayii!~LEY_~ar. Twenty-nine percent or ten of the thiY·ty-fi ve 
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instructors· i ntervi ev1ed taught p 1 aying by ear. Sixty percent of these 
instructors rated their techniques in the 11 Very effective 11 category. Of 
the remaining forty percent, twenty percent responded in the 11 effective 11 
category and twenty percent in the 11 ineffective 11 category. Techn·iques 
concentrated on the playing and harmonizing of melodies. School music 
texts, keyboard method books, and fake books of popular songs consti-
tuted the principal materials utilized in teaching the skill. Sixty 
pel~cent rated their materials 11 Very e'ffective, 11 twenty percent rated 
theil~S 11 effectiveu and twenty percent rated theirs 11 ineffective.;1 
Instructors made four major recommendations: fifty percent recommended 
a graded sequence of materials, one hundred percent recommended more 
instr-uction time, fifty percent recommended homogeneous grouping of 
funct·i ona 1 pi a no students, and forty percent \~ecornmended that ~'.!Ol'kshops 
featuring techniques and materials be conducted. 
J ech_ni <2.c0_.9.eve 1 O.P.!!J_ent. One hundred percent of those interviewed 
taught technical development. All rated their techniques in the 11 Very 
effective" category. Five-finger exercises and scale patterns were 
. emphasized. Playing of chords and broken chordal patterns were also 
required. One hundred percent rated their matedals 11Very effective. 11 
Funct1ona1 piano method books constituted the primary materia·ls used 
to promote development of this skill. 
-~tt.9r~..J2..rogress i O!J.. One hundred percent of those 'interviewed 
taught chord progression. All rated their techniques in the 11 Very 
effective category. A uniformity of instructional pnttern existed. 
Primary chords in cadence formul ae~,type progressions were utn i zed. 
Secondary chords v.Jere integrated into these progressions. The specific 
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harmonies used and the manner of integration varied. Secondary har-
monies were also incorporated into the progression formula. One hun-
dred percent rated their materials in the 11 Very effective 11 category. 
Instructional method books constituted the basic materials used. 
Analysis. One hundred percent of all instructors interviewed 
taught analysis. All rated their techniques and mater-ials in the 11 Very 
effective'! category. Formal, stylistic, harmonic and rhythmic e·lements 
were emphasized in teaching this skill. Materials consisted of reper-
toire literature for the keyboard of varyi{lg styles and per·iods. State 
adopted music texts for e·lementary a.nd junior high schools provided 
additional instructional materials. One hundred percent of the instruc-
tors rated the materials in the uvery effective 11 category. 
In surnmo.ti on, Tab·l e 12 presents a hierarchy ·with respect to 
those ski 11 s tr1ught by the greatest numbe}' of instruCtors. The ski 11 s 
taught most effectively and those for which the most effective instruc-
tional materials existed are also included in a hierarchical order. 
Sight reading, critical listenings technical developn~nt, 
analysis and chord progression were taught by all the instructors and 
received the highest effectiveness rating of techniques and materials. 
Next in order V.Jas harmonization. This skill was o.lso taU~Jht by one . . 
hundred percent of the instructors. but nine percent felt that it was 
taught ineffectively. 
Transposit·ion, accompanying~ improvisation and play'irlg by ear 
\'/ere not taught by all instructors. Transposition u.nd accompanying 
were taught by 1 i ttl e mote than ha 1f (i.e. fifty seven pet·cent L whi 1 e 
improv·lsation <'lnd playing b.y ear v1ere taught by less than half ("i.e. 
Table 12 
A Hierarchical Ordering of Findings of the Study of the Teaching 
of Ten Functional Piano Skills to Undergraduate Music 
Education Majors at Selected West Coast Four Year 





Rat1ngs of Techniques* 
I II III 
Instructor Effectiveness 
Functional Piano Teaching Skills 
% 
Sight Reading 100 
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Ratings of Materials* 
I II III 










60 20 20 
*Ra.tings are r-eported in three categories: I (Very Effective); II (Effect·ive): III (Ineffective). 





forty-three and t~tJenty-ni ne percent respectively). Playing by ear was 
taught by ·the least amount (twenty-nine percent) of instructors. A 
percentage of those interviewed in connection with the teaching of 
transpos'it·ion~ accompanying and playing by ear expressed dissatisfac-
tion with the effectiveness of their techniques. Playing by ear was 
the only one of the ten skills where instructional materials received 
ineffective ratings. 
Chapter 5 
SUr·1t·1ARY ~. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMHENDATIONS 
SUMt1ARY 
(rhe general purpose of this study was to seek information about 
how functional piano is taught to prospective public school music 
) 
~11>~1<-<D . 
teachers. · '1' 
The specific purposes were (1) to determine what principal 
techniques and mater·i a 1 s are being used in the teaching of ten func-
tional piano skills to undergr-aduate music education majors who are 
prospective public school music teachers; (2) to determine what effec-
tiveness rating functional piano instructors assign to these principal 
techniques and materials; and (3) to determine what recommendations 
functional piano instructors offer to improve the instructional 
procedures they employ in teaddng functional piano skills. 
The need for the study arose because of the lack of information 
about functional piano instructional procedures and materials that was 
generally available to functional piano instructors. 
Tv;erd:y··fiw; <)ccredited public and private four year colleges 
and universities were included in the study. They are located in 
NorthE~r·n CalHornia, Nevada, Or·egon, Washington and Idaho. 
A controlled interview instrument was constructed from an analy-
sis of the ten skills and their component~. This instrument provided a 




materi;:ds used in teaching tha skills. It was employed ·in a series of 
on··campus interviev!S with instructor's of functional piano who were 
teaching in the music departments of the institutions serving as the 
populat-ion for the study, The data co"Jlected from these interviews was 
ana·lyzed and presented in answer to the three basic questions posed by 
the study. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From an analysis of the information collected from the inter-
vi mvees the fo l1 ow·i ng cone;'! us ions have been derived: 
1. With respect to five of the skill areas investigated~ the 
instructional needs of under~1raduate music education majors \vere being 
met. These skill areas were sight reading, technical development, 
critical l·isterring, ana.1,ys·is and chord )Jrogression. Each of them \'tas 
taught by.a11 of the thirty-five inst'r'ilctors interv·iewed for the study. 
The instructors rated the principal techniques and materials used to 
teach the ski 11 s in the 11 Very effectfve 11 category. 
2. Th-::re ~va.s uniform:ity to the instructiona·! approaches em·-
ployed by functional piano teachers with respect to the f"ive skil'l areas 
in which the instructional needs of undergraduate music education majors 
were being met. Four of the six sight reading techniques identified 
WF:re emp 1 oyed by eighty to one-hundred percent of the i nstr,uctors. 
One hundred percent utilized the two techniques identified 
in the teaching of critical listening. (Table 5.0). Eighty to one 
hundred percent ust!d thrc~e of the five techn·i ques i denti fi ed in the 
teachin9 of technical deve1opm~nt . (-· b 1 . Q • ") . 1a. e u.O. Eighty to onf: hundred 
percent used two of th6 three techniques identified to teach chord 
progresiicn (Table 9.0), and one hundred percent used the four tech-
niques i~entified in the teaching of analysis. (Table 10.0). 
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3. With respect to the five remaining skill areas. investigated 
by this study, the instructional needs of undergraduate music e~ucation. 
majors were being met with varying levels of success. These skill areas 
were harmonization, accompanying, transposition, improvisation and play-
ing by ear. Harmoniza.tion was taught by all thirty-five instructors; 
but dissat-isfaction with the proficiency leve·l of ability reached by 
students was expressed during interviews. Instructors were questioning 
whether present instructional and practice experiences were sufficient 
to enable students to adequately apply skill at keyboard harmon·izing in 
their future teaching. The four other ski 11 s wer'e not taught by a 1l 
thirty-five i nstructor·s. Just fifty-seven percent of those interviewed 
taught accompanying and transpos·ltion. Forty-·tnree percent taught 
improvisation and only twenty-nine percent taught playing by ear. In-
structors teaching these skills also questioned whether levels of per-
.formance proficiency reached by students were adequate to meet future 
teachin9 needs. 
4. Functional piano materials were not meeting instructional 
needs. Thirty percent of those teaching transposition expressed a de-
sire for more materials that would systematically develop transposition 
skin. Fifty percent of those teach·ing play·ing by eat ment·ioned a. need 
for materials tha.t were grJded accOJ~ding to difficuHy. Thirty percent 
of those teaching harmorYi zati on and forty percent of those teaching 
accompanying expressed a des it'e for· more instruct i.ona 1 co 1l ect ions of 
popular song repertoire. 
5. Functional piano instructors were experiencing problems in 
----
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teaching skills because of thE: heterogeneity of class membership. 
Seventy percent of the class piano instructot'S taught functional classes 
in which membership consisted of a mixture of majors and non-majors. 
The non-majors lacked faniiliarity with the fundamentals of mus·ic. In-
struction time was taken up by explanations of such fundamentals and the 
learning efficiency of music education majors was impaired as a result. 
6. Four of the five functional piano skills ranked most im-
portant by class piano instructors throughout the nation were being 
taught less effectively than four of the other five skills they ranked 
lower in importance. Table 13 lists four separate rank orders of the 
ten skills. (List I shows a rank order of these Skills with respect 
to their importance as viewed by class piano instructors throughout the 
nation. List II shows a rank order of the skills with respect to the 
percentage of instructors interviewed \'iho taught each of the skills. 
List III shu1/'JS a r.ank order of skills in terms of the effectiveness 
rating of techniques given to each skil"l by the instructors intel~viewed; 
and list IV shows a rank order of skills in terms of the effectiveness 
rating 
L-ist I 
of materials given to each skill by the instructors intetviev!ed.) 
indicates that(:'ight reading, playing by ear~ harmonization~ 
transposition and improvisation were considered to be the most important.) 
List II shows three of these five skills to be ranked in the lower half 
of the order in terms of the pet~centage of ·instructors teach·ing them. 
List III shov1s that four· of the fiv2 top ranked ski11s are now ranked. 
in the lower half of the order· in terms of the effectiveness rat·ing of 
techniques given them. finally, list IV shows that four of the five top 
ranked skills are again ranked in the lower half of the order in terms 
of the effectiveness rating of materials employed to teach them. (The 
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6. Critical listening 
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3.0 Sight reading 
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only skill that maintained its position in the original order of impor-
tance as indicated by list I wa~ sight reading.) 
7. Four of the five functional piano skills that were taught 
the least effectively of the ten skills investigated were also taught 
by the lowest percentage of the thirty-five instructors interviewed. 
Accompanying, transposition·, improvisation and playing by ear were 
ranked as the last four entries in the rank order of skills being 
taught. (Table 13, list IL) They a:lso ranked as the last four entries 
in the rank order of skills taught most effectively (list III), and 
finally, they ranked in the last five of the rank order of skills for 
which the most effective materials were available. {List IV.) 
8. Of the ten functional piano skills investigatedJ the five 
which were most uniquely functional in nature were taught less effec~ 
tively th.3.n the other five that were similar to keyboard skins wh·ich 
have been traditionally taught throughout the years. Harmonization, 
accompanying, playing by ear, improvisation and tra.nspos iti on are ranked 
in the lower half of the rank order of skills taught most effectively. 
They are also in the lower half of the rank order of skills for which 
the most effective materials are available. These skills have particu-
lar uses as tools that can be applied to serve educational needs in the 
teaclri ng of music ·in the public schoo 1 . Because of this use they have 
been included in the list of skills taught. However, th~ir inclusion 
in this "list has come about during the last twenty to thirty years; and 
only in the last decade have these particular skills been included in 
music education training programs on a wide scale. From their posi~ 
tions in the rank order lists mentioned above, it appears that instruc-
tional approaches have.not yet bee~ sufficiently developed to a point 
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where teaching procedures and materials have been stabilized. The . . 
skills r~nked in. the upper half of the rank orders of those most effec-
tively taught and for which the most effective materials were available 
were sight reading, critical listening, technical deve16pment, chord 
progression and analysis. These skills constituted a portion of piano 
performance skills which had been traditionally taught through the 
years by piano instructors. From their position in the rank orders of 
skills most effectively taught, and for which the most effective 
materials were available, it appears that because of their traditional 
heritage instructional approaches used to teach the skills have been 
stablized; and that the functional piano instructofs teaching them are 
apparently satisfied with the results. 
In addition to the data obtained by the interview control in-
strument~ the investigator encouraged instructors to freely express 
themselves on the subject of functional piano. From this free expres-
sion the following inferences and conclusions were pertinent to the 
subject: 
L There appeared to be a lack of communication between in-
structors at the twenty-five institutions visited with respect to the 
instructional procedures employed in the teaching of the ten functional 
keyboal~d skill~:. This invest·igator observed that the number of skills 
taught, functional piano class organizational formats and examination 
requirements varied from instructor to instructor arid institution to 
institution. Ins true tors seemed to be unaware of e)d sting goa 1 s and 
requirements at other colleges and universities. They expressed curi-
os'ity about VJhat their colleagues at other institut·ions vJere: doing. 
2. There was a var·i ati on ·in the att'itudE::s of the thi tty-·fi ve 
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instructors toward the teaching of functional piano. Unsolicited re-
marks and. comments directed to the investigator by e 1 even of the 
instructors indicated that they preferred not to have to teach func.: 
tional piano because they found it to .be a musically unsatisfying 
experience. Just three of the instructors interviewed freely expressed 
enthusiasm for functional piano teaching. Comments from the remaining 
twenty-one instructors indicated thei ~~ attitudes were neutra 1 • 
3. Functional piano i.nstructots seemed to lack formalized 
training in the teaching of functional piano skills. On1y three of the 
instructors interviewed indicated that they ha.d special tra·ining in the 
teaching of functional piano skills. Comments from the remainder of 
the instructors indicated that their professional training had been 
limited to traditional academic a.nd conservatory keyboard performance 
programs. 
RECOM~1ENDA TIONS 
In conclusion, the following recommendations for further study 
are proposed: 
1. This study has been limited to data col1ected by college 
and university instructors of functional piano. In order to counter 
instructot bias His )~ecommencted that a simi"lar study be made to obtain 
data from the products of these instructors - namely public school music 
teachers who are using functional piano as a teachirig tool. 
2. Because many of the functional piano instructors indicated 
concern about teaching both music majors and non-majors in the same 
class groL!ping, "it is recommended that a study of functional piano class 
design be initiated vJith emphasis on the r-elative effectiveness of 
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hetergeneous versus homogeneous class grouping. 
3. Because many of those skills which were felt most important 
were not effectively taught, and because instructors seem to have little 
commonality of instruction procedures through training and intercommuni-
cation,. it is recommended that some sort of instr'uctional instrument be 
devised for potential functional piano instructors. The nature of such 
an instrument could pertain to inservice training~ or to undergraduate 
curricula. 
4. Instructors perceived their instructional approaches needed 
to be more effective in five of the skill areas investigated. These 
ski 11 areas included harmonization, trans pas it ion, accompany-lrtg, improv-
isation and playing by ear. It is recommended that in-depth studies be 
initiated in these five areas with a view to discovering effective 
instruction a·! appro0.ches with v.'hi ch to teach them. 
5. Because instructors expressed a desire for additional 
materials of the following types: 1) materials thatv1ould. systemati-
cally develop transpositional skill, 2) materials that would contain 
popular song repertoire suitable for harmonization and accornpan·iment 
instructional purposes, and 3) materials of graded difficulty for use 
in learning to play by ear~ it is recommended that studies be initiated 
cooperq.tive'ly betvJeen academic and publisher reprcsentat·ives to develop 
and make available materials in these areas of need. 
6. Because there appeared to be little c:omrn.onality of evalua-
tional procedures with respect to functional piano performance levels 
of the skills investigated, it is reconnended that studies be initiated 
to develop criteria and evaluative procedures which would indicate what 
1eVf:~1s of performance are necessary to attain before p·iano can be used 
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INTERVIEW CONTROL INSTRUMENT 
I. Name. of College or University,__ _________ . __ _, ___ _ 
Date of interview -----------------
Name of functional piano instructor _____ _ 
Number of functional piano staff __ _ 
Size of department enrollment _______ _ 
Percentage of music education majors ___________ _ 
II. Functional Piano Skills 
HARMONIZATION 
Is this skill taught? __ _ 
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 









Block chord accompaniment? 
Broken chord accomoaniment? 
Pr·lmary chords? · 
Secondary chords? 
Chromatic· chords (e.g., secondary dominants)? 
Folk song tunes? 
Hymn tunes? 
Pop tunes? 
Melodies with written chord symbols? 
Divide group, play melody only, harmony only? 
Others? 
In which of the following cateqories ~o you rate the effectiveness 
of your instructional te~hniqu~s? 
____ Very effective? __ Effective? Ineffective? 
Cornments? 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
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Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
Very effective; · Effective; . Ineffective. 
Commen-ts? - ---------------------------
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? 











Tonal plan pre~analyzed? 
Scale passages and fingerings pre-analyzed? 
Interval patterns pre-analyzed? 
Rhythms, meter, tempo pre-anaiyzed? 
Phrase structure, form pre-analyzed? 
Sight playing of duet and ensemble music? 
Set a pre-established tempo? 
Daily reading of unfamil·lar music (e.g., hymns, 
chorales, accompaniments of public school music 
texts?) 
Looking ahead? 
Reading of single-line music (e.g., open-score choral, 
and band and orchestra literature)? 
Others? (Dynamics observed?) 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
_____ Very effective; ____ Effect·ive; Ineffective. 
Comments? ________________ .. _________________ _ 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
1 , t~ethod text? 
2. Syllabus?---======--==-~==----------=-~-==: 
3. Selected music literatur&? 
lJ., Othet·s? --·-----------------· ------------
Your effectiveness rating of these m~terials? 
___ Very effective; ___ Effective; Ineffective. 
Comments? 
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? -------











Tona"lity pre-analyzed? , 
Scale degrees pre-analyzed? (Melodic patterns?) 
Chord positions pre-analyzed? 
Rhythmic patterns pre-analyzed? 
Texture pre-analyzed? 
Form pre-analyzed? 
Reading by interval? 
Reading by s ca -~ e degrees? 
Chord progressions analyzed and transposed? 
Other? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
__ Very effective; __ Effective; 
Comments? ---·--------------
Ineffective. 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
1. Method text? 
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2. Syllabus? ------- ·--------------
3. r·11us·i cal examp 1 es?-
4. Others? ·------------·-----------
--·--·--------·----·-------·--
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
___ Very effecti V?; ___ Effec.ti ve; Ineffective. 
Comments? 
What specific recommendations do you suggest to irnprove i nstruc-
tional procedures utilized in teaching this skill? 
128 
IfvlPROVISATION 
Is this skill taught? 
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
1. Improvise discants to melodies? 
2. Improvise conclusions to period phrases? 
3. Improvise in binary and ternary forms? 
4. Improvise in theme and variation form? 
5. Improvise in waltz, march style? 
6. Improvise above ground bass? 
7. Improvise over chord progression sequence? 
8. Improvise in free style as background sounds for story/ 
drama school situations? 
9. Others? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
Very effective; Effective; -- ~ __ .. Ineffective. 
Comments? ----------- -----------· 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
1. Text? 
--·-·2. s y 11 c."bu·s-?---------·-----------··---------.. --------------·-------
---3. · Others? 
----· 
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
___ Ver·y effective; __ Effective; Ineffective. 
Comments? -----------
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-




Is this skill taught? · ----------
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
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1. Evaluate articulation? 
2. Evaluate tempo? . 
3. Evaluate rhythmic preciseness? 
4. Evaluate dynamics? 
5. Evaluate tonal sound? 
6. Evaluate accuracy? 
7. F.i ngeri ng? 
8. Tone producing techniques? 
9. Physical position of body, arms? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
__ Very effective; _Effective; Ineffective. 
Coinmerits? __ _c._ 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
___ Very effective; ____ Effective; Ineffective. 
Comments? 
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? 
What principal instructional techniques are uti.!ized? 
1. Use of block chord accompaniment style? 
2. Usc:: of broken chord accompctnitTIQnt s tyl c:? 
3. Practical playing positions of accompaniment patterns? 
(Hands alone? together?) 
tl. Harmonics used in accompaniment patterns (e.g., 
primary, secondary, dominant 7ths?) 
5. Practical vocal atcompaniment experience? (In~trumental?) 
6. Formal (independent) preparation of accompaniments for 
vocal or instrumental works? 
7. Others? 
Your effectiveness r·ating of these techniques? 
_._-Very effective; _Effective; _ _Ineffective. 
Comments? 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
1. r~ethod text? 
~~------·------------------2. Musical examples? 
3. Syllabus? _____ _ 
4. Others? -----
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
_Very effective; _Effective; Ineffective. 
Comments? ·-----
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-




PLAYING BY EAR 
Is this skill taught? , --------
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
I • 
" L. 
Providing melodic repertoire limited to approximate 
range of one octave? 
Playing back dictated melodies? 
3. Determining meters of melodies? 





Playing melodies in more than one key? 





Harmoniz'ir1g m(~lodies by ear \~ith specified resources (e.g., 
primary and second·ary chords)? 
Block style accompaniments used? 
Broken styi e accompan·;ments used? 
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10. Identifying of points appropriate for harmony changes? 
--i 1. Others? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
___ Very effective? Effective? ___ _Ineffective? 
Comments? ----
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
_Ver·y effective; __ Effective; 
Comments? 
Ineffective. 
What specific recrnnmendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? 
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
1. F·ive finger exercises? 
2. Scales (Major, minor)? 
3. Arpeggios (Major, minor)? 
--:-- 4. Constr'Uct octave sea 1 es (major/minor·) using tetrachord 
principle? 
5. Pl ay·i ng of chords on each degree of a key seale? (Hajor/ 
minor keys)? 
Your effectivene~s rating of these techniques? 
Verv effective; Effective; Ineffective. - ... ·--- .. - --
ComnH~nts? ---·--·-------··------··---------·--·--·-
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
l , tilethod text? 
2, Technique mater1a'ls? __ ~-==-=--==---· ---=== 
3. Syllabus? __ _ 
4. Oth·ers? ----------·---------
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
Very effective; __ Effective; Ineffective? 
Comments? __ _ 
What specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? ___ 
What principal instructional techniques are utilized? 
1. Primary chord connection? 
2. Secondary chord connection? 
3. Cadential progression formula? 
4. Vofce leading, texture?· 
5. Incorporate secondary dominants? 
6. Others? 
Your effectiveness rating of these t~chnique~? 
__ Very effective; ___ Effective; Ineffective. 
Comments? 
What principal instructional materials are utilized? 
1 . 1•1ethod t.::xt'? _ 
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2. Syllabus? __ =:=--====~=~=====---=-=---=-~~= 3. Others? ----
Your effectiveness rating of these materials? 
Verv effective; Effective; Ineffective. --- ~ - . _ .... __ _ 
Comments? 
Hhat specific recommendations do you suggest to improve instruc-





Is this skill taught? 
What are the principal instructional techniques utilized? 
1. Identify formal plan? (Phrase structure, themes?) 
2. Identify textur·e? 
3. Identify rhythm patterns? t~eter? Tempo? 
4. Identify cadential formula? Key? 
5. Identify chord types and functions? 
6. Identify period/style? 
7. Identify dynamics? 
8. Identify phrase markings? 
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
____ Very effective; ___ Effective; Ineffective. 
Com11ents? 
What princi~al instructional materials are utilized? 
·1. Method text? 
2. Sy11abus? 
3. Other? --
Your effectiveness rating of these techniques? 
Verv effective; Effective; Ineffective. 
--~ -- --
Comments? 
\vllat specific recorrunendat·ior~s do you suggest to improve i nstruc-· 
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